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Let cg denote the lattice of reem'sively em::merable subsets of i ',g as de~ned i~ 
[11]. The lattice % has beert extensively stadied by LaeNam Martin, Rohbson, 
Sacks, Seato, mad others, in [(511, MetakMes and Note,de su~este,.-i the simdy of 
what they termed the lattice of recursfveiy enumerabie ~mbstruct't.~res of a rec~r- 
sivciy presented model as a means to understar~.d d:,e recursbe co~:~tem: of certain? 
algebraic onstructions. For example, M~tak'~des and Ns_:rode [7] b~trcduced m 
!art:ice of r.e. subspaces, b°(',)~), of a recursivety presented vector space ~4.,..Y(~/.:) 
has been studied by Ka!antari, Metakides sad Nerode, Re~ziaff, Remmcl, :rod 
Shore. SimtarIy, Metaid/des and Ne~'ode have studied the lattice ,)f r.e. stA~fictd:; 
of a recursh, ely presented aIgebraicaly closed ffeid and Metaki&:s and Remme~ 
[8] have studied the lattice of r.e. subsets of the dense orderings. It:: this paper, we 
study the Iatdee of r.e. suba!geN'as of weakly recursively pre.~ rded Bootea~ 
algeN'as. 
sists of a recursive subset I~;] of the natura~ ~m:mbers (!~;I i's called d.',.e flc[d o~" 23) 
and operations of a~ (;nee<f0 v~ (join}, and -b; (complen:em:) w!"ich are pardal 
recursb~e and ur,,der which l~.}i~l becomes a Boolean algebra° 
K S c ~; we let S* denote the subalgebra of ~ generated by S. [[ B a~d C are 
subal,~zebras of t< we ~et ]~+C dm~ote t C)* .  ~. - . ,B o ~m set Of aii recursw,~:ly 
enumerable suoalgeb~a~, of .~-a,~:' 5~{~8), forms a lattice uader the ope;-at~ons of 
intersectioa ar, d sum (+). The mah~ purpose of this pape~ i,s to study amdogo~es h-~ 
~(~:~) of the :-:.otio~s of  recursive, simple, maxlmal, and creadve sets which we wiil 
~,od,~*t'd ' in Sections 3, 4.~. 5, and 6 respectively. Ir~ [!011 we study 'd:~e am_do~e- of 
r-maximal sets. 
~'~" p~e .. . . .  e.d B0~ote_n algebras fall into iaff~itch: many .h~ infinite recmslvelv , -  <ont~ ~ ~ . . . .  . 
classical isomomhism, types.. Given Boolean atgeb1"as ah and  ~g:,~, ,.v,~ ~ ~'~.. ~-, ~g.%.~ 
denote e4} I is isommT, hic to ~&. ] 2 ~<, and a~z are weakb recursfve!v presented,, we 
say -f.~i is s'ect~rsivefy isomo<ghic to a o~ ~ o, ~h, :~'<*--~-%, if there is a one-one pardai 
recto'she hmetio~'? f from i~4! o~to l~{,i SUe5 tha~! [ indui;eS an iSomorpiflsm of !??~ 
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onto 2S> A result of Peter LaRoche [3] shows that if ~o~ is a W.R.P.B..A. such that 
d-,,e set o2! arouses of @ is a infi~site then the:re is a W.R.P.B.A. gY such ~hat ..c;;S' ~ I  
but @'m,.:~.,. To carry out some of our constructions effect~vefy, we ~,i!1 need to 
make some additioaai asPumpdons beyo~>:.i weaMy recm-siveiy presented. Thus, 
we wiil sot deal with aiI of the possibte recursive isomorphism types of weakly 
recursivaly presented Boolean algebras. I%wever, we wili show that i f  N is a 
W.R.P.B.Ao, ~hen there is a W.R.P.B.A. N' such [hat 9,"--~ and we can construct 
examples of simple, maximal, a~d creative suba!gebras of @'. In SectioB 2, we wilI 
expiicitiy give the t51~es of the weakly recursively presented Boolean algebras we 
sha~i study. Also in Section 2, we shatl g~ve some conditions or~ a W.R.P.B.A. ~) 
which will guarantee that we can produce examples of simple, m~,x.[~a~ai, and 
creative snbalgebras h~. @. 
Finally we should note that the algebraic structure of Boolean algebras, 
naturally implies that .5g(@) b_as ome p;:opertfes that are not found ie the lattice of 
r.e. subse~-z of N, g. One striking e×arnp!e of this phenomenon is given ia Section 
5 where we produce maximal subalgebras which are not shnpie s~balgebras. 
The recuxs[o~ theory we need is based 0~1 [1i]. We shall assume the definitions 
of simpi% hypersimpie., rnaxhP, al~ ce, h~'slve, and creative sets given i~ [ t i ] .  if i~ is 
a recursive set, we s..'% that A is a ,rimp~e (hypershnp!e, tc.) subset .GfR if there is 
a c.~.e~.o~e r cv, rsfve function f from N onto R and a simple (hype>~implG etc.) 
subse~ of' 2<, & such that f (S )= A. Oiver~ A, N~2' , [  we write A ~;TN ff A is 
'?ur'~g ro3uc[ble to N and A ~mB if A is many-one reducible to B. We write 
" %'-~ subset ,;~ P# where 
:q <'  ~ }<2.,~, the co;~.cqffc~! index of A ~s the integer 2%f . . . . . .  f2  ~-, If ,4 = ~, the 
canonlca! irides{ of A is 0. Let .fl)~ deno"e the finite set whose canonical [ndex is x. 
Let £}~ he a W.f.I.P.B.A.. We note that if S~g~ is a finite set, the~,] we car~ 
effecffvely fi~-~d ti~e cano~_sical index of (S)* from the canonical i~sdex of S. It 
follows that if TG@ is a r.e. set, then (7)* fs a r.e. subalgebra of P2. We let .¥o, 
X~ . . . .  be an effective iis~ of ail r .e  subsets of N. Then i;17~]~, V~F?,... {s aa effective 
!{st of :.::ii r.e. subatgebras of t?~? wi~ere 2#!/:~ ~ =(k', N ]Pe!)*. 
(}ivc~-~ wc:, Boolean algebras @, ~md Na.. £he p;,od,.~e.: of £G and @z, £;;5~ ×¢;S> is the 
set o~ ai~ pairs ..% £:.) ~','it~ 2:~ ~.~@~ and :v, end, whe.~e fee opera,lions of r,, )/, and 
--~ arc- taken co npcner~twise, if 99~ and ~g:~ are weakly recursiveIy presented, then 
by t;;~ ><:~}:~ "; ze. meac.~ ti~e. weak recursive presentation of the pro.duet of ~S~ m~d @2 
induced by some {lxed recursive one-one onto function ,~ :Nx  N-+N,  that is, 
a'dd /"~'..h;<~<; "/,~ ,,~h, m~d -M~,.~s~ are the partia! recursive operations obtain, ed by 
using d:~e partis! recursive operations of ~.~ and ~a Componentwise. 
Let 4S be a Boolean algebra. Let 0¢, arid i~ denote tl'~e ze>) a~d unit of .q,'? 
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~e~p.~ x .ve4,  say is no.,_~dvgai if ..~ e,ga--{0~a, k~.~}. We tot .... deeo{~ d~.<: 
o rder  relatio~ .~,~ #~ tht~t is, if * ~ ~ - "-' o..o .~'¢ u, y e .% then x-"=%~ y if and <, ,  ~ x .%.. y = },t (VA> 
shMi of ten drop  tb :  subscr ipts  on  0.a, l.~, ,%~, va,-%~.~ a~d :%a wkere  there is ~'~o 
cow, fus ion)  .': c: ~a is ae~ atom ff x# 0 and for  a~1 y~ ~ such that Y ~e,a x either y .--~ (} 
or  y = so. x ~: g~ [s  ato:¢dess if x # 0 a~d there is :no a tom y of ~ such dmt y s .< j .  ~,:~ 
ls cahea  atomic if ~ conta ins  no atomless  e~emm-mL ~i is  called a~o.~:.[iess if {!8 
conta ins r~o atoms° We let ~(~g) de~ote the  ~e~" e of  a toms in gS. We .~o~~ ' .i:i~at if C is 
a subatgebra  o f9~,  the a toras  relative ~o ,<7, ~ffC). are no* ~ecessaril), av.:m:is 
relative to ~.~°9~ if S ~.~,  we let .~(S) der~ote ;:he ideal ~e~.mrated . . . . . .  ,-,v S. Pf ..~ _..~.- - ~ i~; 
s ingleton,  we  sha~l wrhe  [z]  for  &({z}). ~ g~ ~s weaMy rccumbely  presen hx{, d~erl 
the order  re lat ion ,an ,..<~, ~s,~," ~s ~,~e,..~v,u~_e. Thus  ~f z a <JS, d~er~ 
t[~]! ={:e ~ ,+.o,I~':+ i x%~z} 
is a recurs ive set. [ z ]  then becomes  a ;veaMy W.R .P .B .A .  ,yl'~::r'.~ the opcratk>~ts 
A[< t and Vb]  are just the restrict:ior, s of .~,:.~ a.L<," " ~v,.;,a re ~vectiveb. ., and 
Moreover ,  it is clear that  if ';'~ is a ,v .~--~ ..~.2-~., t_~-mn ,>., m r,.,.~,,a~ ¢ty isomorphic  
to [z]  x [ - - ,z]  ur~der ff~e i somcn~hism which se~ds x e{a:! to A((x/,, z, x A-q z}). 
I f  ~,  C are suba igebras  of a Boo lean  alge/bra .~, then we say B is eqe iva lem to, 
Moreover  --~ ~s a cm~ruer  ce "eh~tJon with r,;mDect o + :, um~ ..... is,. if A, #2 C. a.~td D 
are suba~gebras oi~ .,@ and A ==~_ B and C -- ...~, then .4 + ~. =~: B --L< 5uev.'nse T;. 
~" 7' and 22~ are "- -'> °-~'" 'o of a~; such that 
in ~ clearly 
(A+COT,  UT20%~j  e~ ,~,-~ , -. 
However ,  =~ is not  a congruence  relatio~:~ with resr)ec~ to intersect[or~ a~ {h,e 
Er_~a;~p~e L Let ~ be the Boo lean  algebra gene::ated by i:he left c losed<ight  ope.:~ 
%terva!s of  the radona~ numbers  O Let  B the '.=mbalgebva generated by ir~terva!~ ., < ,~ _. . 
~-. r2)where 0~-; r.~-:'-~h and .h r, ~ O. It  is easy to s~ow of !:ile fo rm [ - r2 , - - r~)t J [ .~,  ., " 
that  if x ~ B and x#0#a, then both x (3[0, c~,~ a~d x ~ @% 0) are mo~mm~ v "rh, ~; 
if C---:([(-%0)])*=({x~©[X~(--%0)})°~;..,  k fol lows that c t . . . . .  ] s~-- ~-,c,~O 1~2 }. i--k>,v. 
ever,  it is also clear that  
{, f [  . .  , r~  
~, . .  == %,;°  
Tbas  B=FQ.  But  B r'~ C-~{0~,  I~} and:C'N~D.=C: and since" C is "m.a.t,;:, ' : '  i ' : 
........ ~ a,e . . . . . . . .  ~" m O and r < 0 then  (B U {(--,% ~)})* w]il co:train ali x ~ {2; such 
that x g_: (--<%. r) or  x g [ -% @ but  wil l  fail to  contai:~ any nonzero  y -~ Q such tha~ 
y i-~ It. 0) or  y ~ b~, --r). £~t  re< r~ <"  • - be a sequence  of .rational number~ wh ich  
s bou~ded by an re  <<~ such fl'_~a~ r<0,  Le,., r~ <r<O for  all i, Thee  7f N-~ = 
~Et.J ~{- .  ~, .....  ,,-, ~i)}) ;~< arid %/= [,j~ }~/~, then 
(~7,' h.J {(><o, 0)))*... _~ f,,.,~ u i(.. . . .  , 0)})* = Q.  
However ,  ~ . . . . .  finite sel  ~.: such that  ~ "U  S)* 0 !~4 7",-~ if t,~:~e ,is ~o  . . . .  B ....... S is f in i te  aad 
(~ i~L)S)*~W;  then Ss4Vo~ for some i si:~ce W=L.J~ g{<.. But  s ince V4 is a 
f)l]:C ill"St e24ample exhibits several  interest ing propert ies  of the equiva lence 
reh:tlo~t ::~ which we ward; tO e~phaslz,:. .  
{i) --.:~= is ~?o~ a cong~ae{~ce r lat ion wi*d~,, respect  to im-ersecdem 
( i )  I f  ~ is a :!mbatgebra of a Boo lean  aigehra ~ and we want  to show tha* 
<c,. ~-~.,~,% ;t i~, not  ~, " ,,~~ "; show that there ~'~ an infinite suba[gebra C of ~% such 
(ill) Kf B G 17ii ,sre suba;gebra.s of a Boo lean  ab<ebra ~;~, and we want  to show 
. . . . .  ~? ~ ~,,t.£. it is not  ermu~h ~o. ~.~o,,, ......... that  '~",~,~a. ...... is no  m.,~e':-"- sub~et S _c @, such tha~ 
zG L~ ~1 s . . . .  
.<..s'c-" i',. . . .  :1!~ atomJes>; Bookmn ~d~.,eba.~:~ _ ,~jur~" .. ;econd example  w~][ show that  the :same 
~he 3<;,~ <me ~ ca~? ~,.ris,. in ato~lie Boo lean  algebras. 
;!th~-~st~[!e 2;~ L¢,t 9[ be t[se Boo lean  algeb~.:a of finite asd  cofinite ~subsets of the 
"rhea; a~, ;~. ~[~ is an alorffie ,<io<.qeav~ aBiebra, ]_,et 
L,<'i 
and th~s 
( ~ 0 ,~( k<.~.. 0;<>}):: = ~vt "< ~JL 
~7] <) let; 
i, s :={~ L s<'-+. 0<5 ! {b<-: i ~m i}]* ,  
'[':~c~ .~? :: ~<~c~ W. :: -,',,i~i be ~> st<kst!y ::oC::-e,~si~g seq~xence of sub~-;~gehras:. Let  
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gf~ =h:  B, a~a there iS no fiaite Set S such that (;? U S)* = ~%'. 
Le~ 5~ he a Boo!ea~ abebra  a~d ~:, "be a subab.ebra o~ 93; We ~c~ i:ms ~,~,-, , , - . ,~. .  ~..~ 
wkb a few ohserv;~t.~o~as: about  !me form_ of . . . . .  : ~ " '~ " . . . . .  : e~emem.s m sm;,a~geb~as <if :she form 
(B U S)C Every  e ieme~t o~ ~,.{. u ,~ ~ ~s a 5nke  Boo~ean. ,¢on:~bi~mtiOr~ of ,~>' . . . . .  ~'" 
f rom B and (S )* .  By ru t t ing  ~ . . . . . . .  " ' ' ' " :_ ,e:~ Boolean c,3mbinatioe, m d:s:'.-.mclave ~r~orma~ 
form, we Can write e%erv : ; ~'>: . . . . . .  
s~" c: (S)*: Thus  if S ={z}, then v = ,  . . . . . . . (B.~1,4{~,}* caw ..... be wntte~" m" ti:te° form 
where b> b~¢ B. Fbal~y, s~apRose ~ is an ideal of ~ a~d b:mce dosed  u,~:v:~er mior~ 
and  intersect[orL AgsL,~ us ing d~s.iu~ctive nor~aal forms, we cml show that i~' 
x ~_ U)*, then either x = a or x =-qe.~ where a <-L We sha!t use @ca,::: fact:~ 
repeatediy  in what  fN]ows. 
I~ this section, we sbal! specify the class of weakly rec~.~rsively p're~ented 
Bool,ea~ agehras  that we Wiil smdy~ ]Tkst we sSaH spec iQ three ba:dc Bo~:,*bar~ 
atgehrasu 
[<eca!1 t]? ~s ~he Boolean a~gebra of finite and cofinite s~fi;sem o~ YL Let <;' be ihe 
effective GSdel  nm~ber ing of all the fi~itc subsets of N su,':h ~hat G(L<} ::- ,<. W.~:' 
associate wkh  each x ~ ~ a~ integer rx~c~ N as foilows: 
For any  fi~aite subset  {:h . . . . .  :<,}_q N, Iet 
r{:e,,, x~.} t 2G{{:,h, " ;~ • . ~ == . - • , ~ ,XTe~, j ' *  
a~Yd 
iN - ix : , .  .. 31 ,'~ . . . .  . . . . .  ,,, = . , ;<~(t .h , ,  • o ~ :%}) + I ,  
R is dear  that the a~>e:ratic;ns of ,%> v~;  and -m~ are parthd recurS~ve ,::m 
(r.A ~ ,.-~} From now or~ 92 wii] denote this s~)eeifiC weak recUrsive prese.ntai:iom 
7he  recurs~,:e i.so~?*orY>his~ type of g~ is characterb.<e<, by :--~ foiiow~ng theore.m. 
=,. _~ee~e;~s ,.:~.. a W. R:.~:tEt A. t;~..c,~ ma~ :,~ =, ;,~ a ,~Ld .~/{(.q!-%( ~l.,e .~et or ,a toY~u; 
of  <~ iS a recto'sire set .  The~. 4%~.9L 
--~, ,~ . . . . .  ,~ ~,:~- : ~,,~; - ,r --t', i oN}  is a recursb,e subset  Of 9:~: Let ~ t~,., >:.# ~ra'@QG !it iS c.,~.ai mat s >4 =-~ %,. I : ,~' ':'¢ 
or .e-one recurs ive map e.... .~z< ,~.,m ,vvs , ontO: d(g~): g cas  be extended toga focus'sire 
i somorphism h:: I~@'~ ig~![bY le t tbg  : 
~-:r r>_~: ,<r , . : i '  : : .~  Dr .  > i 
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f(r:9-{x~, x -cl~ . . . .  +.~vs x m v . .  v~g(r{~., . ,}O)).  [ ]  
~g~ is ti~e Boolean algebra generated by, the left closed-right open subsets of ,~. ~ 
Let 
S == {[.% e) i +h < e ~'~ e, e ~ e) O {(-0% q) [ q ~ O} U {[q, ~) J q ~ O} U {~,, ~%}. 
Every eleme~t of O is a fii Jte uMou of elements of S. Vge cai~ effectively GSdel  
number all finite unions of elements of  S and effectively decide ff a~y two such 
uni@~s yield the same set. Let O '  be such a G6dei  rmmberLug. Then with each 
x £ 0 we associate an integer rx~ where 
. ' a c t x = y.y ~,}-is~,. o , s,~ ,'~ S)  x = 
Cleady the operations ,~,~, '<~, and n,, a are partial recursive on {[xl I x~!~}. From 
no,.'< on <~ will denote ff~is specific weak recursive prese~tatior]. Theorem 2.2 will 
show fhal ~/2 represents the only weak recursfve isomorphism type of the co>nta: 
b!e a*..ombss Boo!ea~ algeb!'a. 
i?~e,~L The :proof of ~"~ neo~em ............ 2.2 is to simply cbserve that Cantor 's or igbal  back 
a~;d forth srgumeut car~ be made effective. Ca.utor% proof  of the uMqueness of the 
c<p.:m ab!e ate:micas Boolem~ algebra in fact proves the following. 
Le>.Hsm 2o2oXo (Cam:Or)o Let f¢}~ at,.d N2 be col.m~ah!e a~-omiess Boolean algebras 
~,~{f b'~ !2~ amd .8a be finite x~.~'bai'geb:as el  ;¢0~ ai~d 5?;z ~.<especgively. ~]: f : i-~--> B2 is 
on ~'some~ph.Lsm .fk;n~ Y~ omo B2, then d~m'e xists a~ iso~.Horphism .y f~xm? @~ o~to 
'g:% em'e,,~di~g /; 
We buiki a recursive isomorphism h : !)~]i-+ !:~!~ i i~ stage:,_'. At  each stage s, we 
~u[{} spedfy finite s~4balgebras, A~ of :kS and )£ cf ~1, sruA a [i,aite isomorphism 
" '~¢" ": " " '° atl triples (A, '~ ~x where A. is a @J~e f~, : ,4.~--> 5b CieaHy sve can c L,c,4velv ~st : ~,.f/ _ .
subset of [£%}, i? is a fi~h-e subset of In}S! arid f is a fir,die o~e-one map from A onto 
~+. S[£c¢ ~:~e can effectively check th<; fi~ite number of co~ditioas t!mt must be 
satisfied for A to be a sui)a~gebra of f~, H to be a subaigebra ot ~,  and j" : A--->B 
!o be an i.som, orphism, we can produce a~ effective list. {A°,Bo,  f°), 
<&', k7 -~, ;¢~) . . . . .  of all triptes (A, B, f} such that A and 73 are finite subalgebras of 
£,, aa<i g~ ~'espsctively and / : A .... Y is ar~ isomorphisra. Let Oc = no, a~, . , ,  be an 
N;!'ccdve tist of i£?'+ and 0~,+:= be, b+ . . . .  be an eLIectiVe list of i~.Ji. 
Stage O, I. L,ct 
,s. ~ = A ~, = {%_,,~ ! eL, ~?~:  2~,, = {(%, :I~+,}o 
aI~d [1 : )% : Ao--'~ 5&,> be sad} thst ;%(0~)= Ous a_4d J%(],e)= 1~:. 
g~ec ~ ~ivdy ew4~:~erable Boo@o'n cd@:Sr~!s 
S~age 2& s > 0. Assume that  we havc def ined A:~=_> 7;~a~-:,. and A:.-~ such ti~at 
i somorph ism f rora A2=-4 Onto ~2=-~o Let  
Search throu~i~ our  li<t o f  tripies~ {A% B °, ' . . . . .  #'- o .  . ,~ ,,> f l )  . . . . .  (,,~-o.a% . ~ a;-~d f ind th, ~. fin,;t 
SL~Ch that  / 4 i B i  S )  sat is f ies  < # - -  ' B J " ¢ i e:qil ~S bV \ z -~,  ,/-~ f , . . , . ,  -D. B2~;_,., and  ~fi ex;~e ~ds :2~. ~° , . 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let  E~a~ = B ~ a:,.d f2= =if ,  
,-. ~o,;}/ . Search. th rough or,< i~st oil h~B[es SieGe 2s+l, s>0.  Let  B2:,+ J =(ha='  )ft. ~,~ o- , 
{Ao F2o -o , ,  . . . .  ,.t /, (A ~ .. BL. ; *\~, . , , ,  and find q~n,~" first k saeh that (.A~% ~3%/)  s~*A~sfies 
~Z}, ~ e&2~ , = ~-~ arid extends I t , .  b :'-,,-,- ~-~, exb~a , L,emma , , .~,, .  Cot /-~2,., t ::' 
A ~ and  j~_,_~ =:i::% 
.a~,~ fo iows  t i :a t  u~.~.  = ' -6  U .~ =so, ,,snd r=t  ...... 
i somorphism froLn ~ onto 98. r~ 
Our  dfird Boo iean algebra._ Cr~ is ~he one generated by 4...~,; closed [m,,:.rvah; oi: O 
or., equivalently, the one  ~.oer~erate~. _.~ a,.,,~ ,'~; together  wMa the set of sineletor~s., . . . .  ~ .w "'~~or 
q ~ de: Let 
]t is c,,.,:ar~" that we cms effectively G6det  m~mber al__ Boole,'m co'mbinad@~s of 
e'me ~'" ~ '  decide i[ t~.o Eoe!ean co:,nhiu:ath?r~s e!.emeats fi 'cm 0 and thai: we can ~. .dde~a
yield lhe ~ame set Let O" denote  such a G6dei  numbering° Then  >.-,i& each x~,",~ 
• ; ~2  ~"  rv] rxl is k~ a we a~:sacmte an m.~..~_..., such thai: . . the least y,:_= N such thal  ,, G5@i  
m.~mk,er of a subset  of C) equal  to x. "I%e operat ions A¢, %-, and - -~ w .l! be oardal 
recursive. '}]:.'e G6de.I numbers  of those Boolean combinat ions of jus*: left closed- 
r ight  open intervals  w i l l  be a reeurs~ve ~ ,, I t  eas iy  .,.o~ows that  .{~ x '  ,[ x r. £;  . . . .  c (q... is 
a recursive set. Similarly the set of atoms,  ~t(~], . = i'~r'. _~," I q ~ LZ#,'"~ and ~,,,..,. ~ & ,~w£(: ,.~. 'v,,fii" " 
be recursfve sets. Fr:)m now o~a G Will ,~-'.~.,~o..~> this weave" recursiv~e preseatat iom 
We,  wilt characterize the recursive . . . . . . . . . .  ~. = n-  ~#-rv ~a, ,;no :l).as~.-[ype ,,~,~,z. r~ Theorem 2,4° Oar  
character izatkm depends  o~ a special case of a result of  Vaugh.t [I3]. ([~?'i is 
Vaught 's  unpubl ished thesis. A direct proof of the. ge~mral result of  which our  
Theorem_ 2.3 is; a special Case may be  found in [4].) 
'e%~_ = =,~,~,=,,r,== Z,3+ 0/aught) ,  Let  5~.~. aiM ~,+,°>_ be ~:Itomic =3oo.(:lI~ , , , . . . . .  ,. 
(~lq rood #(ed(~%))) ~--" (@~ rood ~(J2(9%))), "" ~-%'1 - -  * ¢: '2"  
The  proof  of Theorem 2.3 is ~[!~other application ~ ~ ', ~- ' "~-+" . . . . . .  ~ -" 
We note that G rood ~ t~>~ =~- , .  : . 
%%carotin '2;4..ge~ 5~ be a W.R.P:B.A° such tha~@-~G ared ~(@) aa..t.,~ ,> ,-,~o~' ~.:<:.,,.,.,,L . ,~ .......
rec~#xive a~-ibsets o[ N ,  ~:nen "= @~f i~:  : : 
~YL~o The  oroof  of  Theorem 2.4  is very sm:'m~r to the proof: of Theorem s ~, ~,.o 
we will not  supply Lv;  de ,mE %'Ve f@,v !~!~,tead two  obse~w>tions whk:h ale f4e key 
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to the proof .  Fh-st, if x~.,¢(ad(C)) ,  then there are  a~, . . . ,  a,~ h~ zd(~5) sac}, that 
either 
{) k 
X= ~ Or ~YC= V ai, 
{;[ i : t  
Since a:~(g) is rec~0rsive h R)!iows thai. we can effectively decide if x < .5;(,e.~(C)) ~s a 
fi~ite urfions of a'¢oms and, if x is a finite unions of atoms, effectively find the 
canonical  b~dea of the set of atoms.  A sbai iar  s ta tement  holds for  ~. Sec<md, the 
iemma which replaces Lemma 2.2, i  is the fol lowingl 
~ - B :=,~a ar,:{ fini~e s,~,,~ba{gebras aud f :  C-->B is an 
: a "*  t • 
~s *-*!{a) <: ,~(,,>~:(~.)) & f (a)  is a u.,,~ion of  n ,3~oms ',n :~{), the~ there i~ ~:: i:m~.~mrphism 
,i~ : ~;-.-:..g{ ~, ex,e,~db~g f. U] 
Now let &~ be an arblu'ary W.R.P .B .A . .  Suppose  gg has  an atomiess  e lement  z. 
Then  [zJ and [ -qz ]  are W.R .P .B .A .  and e?~-L[z] >< [-~z].  Since [-q~: is the  atom!ess 
:t>~,o,ea,a igebra,  then Theorem ~.g. implies [ z ]~,©.  tt easit) fo l lows that 
~;' ¢%<:! >< [ -~ z]. 
Next assume ~ is atorc~ic, K g'a rood .Sb(.<i(~J))~-:C~, then by Theorem 2.3, g%~g.  
)7 ~'..' rood ~: ( ,~ ' . (~) )~,  then ~2, rood 6'(,~g(~'})) contains an atom a. Let  h be  the 
;mtaa~ qt,-otieni map f<om ~0 or~1~, ~ rood ,g(d(g})). Let  z<Sf~ be such that 
~(z)  = a. {t i:; easy to show that [z]  rood ~(~-~([z])) is the  two e]ement  Boo lean  
ab4ebra. {See [,-~].;"' ' - '  ~t foi!ows ho.n~ 'gheorem 2.3 ;.hat . rLz]:~9<- ~ Thus  if ~ is atomic,  
d~c~ either ~ ~-(ti~ or £<~~ >< [--~ z] where  [--~ z] ~s a W~R.P.B.A. .  Thus ,  we have 
{he f< !ic',wirl.g. 
i:i) ~i~eee is a W.]:;LP.B.A, B, st~ch 6mr o~:,, '>< 8.~ oz 
(iii) ¢~,,eTe .~ a W.]<P.}3.A,  i~, s~gch thug gta~ >< B. 
'-[ hcorsm 2,5 {~..'-'es,*,~ t.s, the ~d~ree classes of' W.R .P .~3.A2s  ~hat we shah consid6r ,  
. ~ ............... Y presented  B. We dbodld 
cm.mmsme t~mt a~,a conckasio~ Of Theorem 2.5 does ~ot sta~e tbal any 
. . . . . .  ., . . . .  ~,, <,, > >:-~.cu:s~_vei? ~.somor~:hic to o~}e of  {~. ~:~ >< 9,  or  )2. x ~g To  :replace 
.~o:v<~r~-~,h e- by rec~:rsiveiy isc, mot~fific h~ Theorem 2 5 we ~~sust make some 
-.~:diI , - -~ asm.m<~}tk;ns on  c~a I f  ~,':=',7'~ then  >,~ mus~ ~s ......... that  ~g(£;~) and  
>rove ~!, ~-- t£,~ ~..,, " atomic and S-}:~:(,~, then let z be  the . . . . . . .  >" r " 
eb.mera <ff !~ . . . . .  ~.  "~ ~ ~ is :he oaragrap>~ preced :rig Theorem 2.5. w . .  
ass'u,.~e .S(::.!,~) ~'._~, recursive then since .~u z b -  [z j  g'l ~<~), ,r~} z [] wilt be a recur 'dye 
~.et am.1 .......... ..... ~v. ~,..e {:;V IBeOI 'O ,T I  'q I ~-- ,~- . - -  %,~ 
,- ....... r ~i .. r ..- z =-" q? "< r..q :, 
Ze¢~*rsmely e~z*{*~e~,~bfe Boo[etch a~ebr~s h~3 
Yinai~y, if 923 contaias am. al:0rnless element;  then we:proved t~:~-,.<[~><[-~z] for 
some z ~ 8~, "F~ms, the stronges{ assumptions that we need make to eesur~ thai v./e 
can carry out any of the constructions to follow is that Z~ be a WA%.kS,A.  a,nd 
sd(,°,~) and ,~(,Z@~:s)) are recursive. 
{x ~ i971 j x ~ B} is a recursive set. The main rmJ0?ose e~- this seclion -is 10 gi~vC :4 
lattice theoret ic  characi:erization of the recursh, e subai~,cbms in .2:'[~9). 
We introduce two notions from [9]. Let 2,3 arid C be subal~cbras of G~ We say B 
is a co*np lemem of C ;f B( ] ( "={O I}  and for all ~ :=~-  ~ 
{ n u {x})* n F'¢ ~0, 1}. 
Thus a complement  of a subalgebra C is a maxLmal ebmem in the class of aIl 
suba!gehas  A of 92~ such that A ~ '- - ff'~ . . . . . . .  t b = i~, 1]./e~ subalgebra C does no~ i~ generai,  
have a uaique complemene. We say B is a bicor:np~.emem of  C ff B is a 
complement  of C and C is a complement  of B. 
It is shown in [9], that  if 5{~ is not isomorphic ~o the Boolean algebra of flnke 
and cofinite subsets of some set S, then there are subaif~ebras B and (7 of ':~q sueh 
that B is a complement  of C hut C is not a compieracnt of fk Mor~-ovcr, 1he 
cons~ruclions of [9] are effectWe so that if $.~ is an inf inke W.R.PoBoA° am] ;!?~'~:~[, 
then there is a W.R.P.B.A. ,  J such that ~,S' ~!?$ and there are reo.~rsive stffmlf~e.- 
bras S and  C of ~ '  such that B is a comp!emene 0 f C gut C JS aof a o:>mptcment 
of B.  it  is also proved in [9] that .B being a complement  of C does not necessarib' 
imply that B + C = ~% 
However  if 2,9 is isomo~mhic to a Boolean a{gebra of f inke a~.~d cofinite subse{s o{" 
some set S, in particular if e~ is finite or if @~},  the situation is differen< 
[..g). fs f samomhic  to ~ ~ "°" " &~::~-' 
comp~en,~ent o f  f"  #7~p~ies C is a com, pJe~,nent o[ B :' " ~: ± 6~-o~ 
Theorem 3,1 was used  in r,,~ to show ~ " ' " [-..,] taa~ if ~ is a countable Booiea~ ..._~,.4 -.~b~a . . . . .  
then for  every suba[gebra C of ~,  C has a u~comp~cn ~::m B such tz~at L:~ o:- p - ~*~' 
Based on this fact, we. make "~ae fo l lowing (;~n~-"'~:':on for  q~Y47£~oo...,.__o 
De!~t[~e~o Let  ~ 5c  a Wi :<P.B .A .  and ]et .B,. Ce~-i?(@), then B is ~ str'~t,.~' 
71: ;: :i : : :  [ :' . : , : 
The  men res~d~ of this section is  the f.o~lowing. [ 
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,e,~x ,~:.,~, , ,~  3°2° £et  ~. b.,. a W.RiP .B .A .  and get Cebf (~)°  Then ,~ ~'' is a recto'sire 
s~*d.~aigeb~ if and {.'-:.dy if there is a B ¢ ,5"?(F~) srmh tha~  B is a strong comMemer,.~ of 
kz%~eL First a, ssume that C is a recursbe  suba lgebra  of £;. We shall bulk! _ r.e. 
suba lgebra ~' of 2~ f~uch that B is a s t rong compbment  of  ( in stages. Let  ( ,e = a 0, 
a~ . . . .  be a~~. effective iist of ~3. Let  g%, = ({ao , . . . ,  a,,})C V.:e note that  ~ee can 
effectively find the canonicai index (.~ {xe l '2~Nxe?~, ,}  .for eae~ n. Le  C;, = 
CF]5~. Sh~ce C ~s recursive we c,,-~ also effectively find the canenicai  r ~aex~ ~ of 
" - ld r ,  ' " . . . . .  t *~' " 5~ . .o e,o.cr~ stage, s, w~s ,~ m spedfy, a . . . . .  subalgebra B.~ "~, ..., 
that  B,  is a s~ror, g comp!emenl :  o f  (7~ wi th  respect  to  N~. 
,:.,~.g~ 0. Let  S% = {0, i} = Q,  = f~'~o. 
Stag.,; s + 1. Assume we ~t~ave" co~mtrt~cted N~ such that B, is a st~-ong comp!e-  
met~t o f  C, w i th  ,cespect 1:o de},. t .et  b{~ ' . . . . .  , bf. ' -~ be a l ist of_ ~a,,+~--ff<. • h~ order  o f  
._ '~  .... ' ':+" - if the """ °~ " througD ~,.e.. list o.u.e n '  magnitude,  '~ ]e go u:.',., one  and a&. o~ "_;nto~z}.., 
sub lagebra of ~+~ generated by b~ *~ ~:egether wi th  B, and a, ll those dements  
f lora b~, +~, L(7::'_~ added - "  " ..... . . . . . . , p~evlou.s~ f does  nol contain a ~oatriviat e lement  of 
Q+> Lei 2~+~ be the s:]balgebra generated by B~ together  with atJ the etcments  
, x . ?~ z, f ro~ . . . . .  otu" [i:~.t, b '~'-'~ , . . . ,  ~.;a'~+~, whk:k we at~oec< Cieariv. B.•, ~ is a complement  of 
,. ~., re .:oect~ '~a:. ~:,,+~ and b. :'-, . . . .  ~,~ by., Th~,w,,~p-,~ ,  . . . .  .3 1 . o~.<m is; a s t rong  comaiement  
of  (7 ,  ~ wkh respect  ~<:~ @.,.~ ~. 
Let . . . .  <.,,, ~_,~. >race each s{age s is e f fectbe aud for att a, B~ ~ B _~ ~t2 is a r.e. 
suba!9:ebra of. 0:9. ...,,~v. r,.,..r :-_,,r{ 1 }_ since for aU~...< B~. N Q~ = {0, ih. If x ~:~~?--_,,R then  
x < 7%,--23% for so, me m Since ~o,,  is a s t rong complement  . . . .  o f  4.~ with res,aec~., to ~#,,, 
@:cj. U s' }* !h ~,  ¢ {(k ii]-so that t><~ ,-z~, , ,  ~ ~;~ i0, ~}. Simitar]y~ if a ¢ g,--.(2_., then 
:,: ,:- c,,,r'" .... ~.,~.n" 9"~r  Sod] in  i? .  ' [ [ 'h~. ls  
({,:} ,u <. ~',: r~ r~:,, ~:~ g0,, !}  
:~o Nm{ 
({:,. } U C}* r]  ~ ~ [0. ~}. 
<., is; a compierae~H o~: C and C2 is a can~p]ement  o~ ~!;. ["i~al[~, (B  U C)*  ~: A~ 
:~ioce (13' U <):~; M t~:%~ L.) t..'., t*" =5%, fo r  all m Th,'.~ ~ i':; ,'t stron?, c.omp!cn~ent of C 
..... "~ . . . . . .  t f i  :~ theor6~l ,  -ei}Ab,.'r:~ to  ,x:~  ms proves  tp~e 'on ly  if' i,~art of ~ 
Now suppose ~L .~_" ~-,- j.~'~°/'~'q~ ~,,.. and  B .~s a s t rong  co .~p]e~sent  of  ,~. ¢-' To  prove  B is a 
' -' . . .......... - "~& " Ncw for<;ach  ;ecurmve su%algcbR% we nee,x on ly  ,sao,.-, {hat  {x  ~:: ts~llx£ S]. it~ ne . . . .  
.~ ¢ 59 ux}  U ~B)':: is r.e. and  ff ~= ~;,f~. the.~} ( [x}  U B}  :~ N C# {0 . , .  i" a~d ff  x ~ B, then  
({.c} t j  B}*  Cl C = {(h ~ ~ Thus  
~,~ ~ . ~ f~ -~ .. . .  I ,  - . ' .  ~- ({4  U S}*  n C) -{0 , ,  I} )}  
is a :.e. set ;:u~d hence ,;'3 is _~eeu:fmve. By  defi ,qit i(m, '~ ~ • % s a~so  2 s t ro~?K corqp~erEten[  
of  i) ,  ~ids <7 Jt~ a recurstve .,~.}o~.,.8(:d=a. . 
Recz~.rsiveiy t~mer~b~e Bootea~ Mgeb*&~ ?4 
For the rest of  th~s paper,  ,Q W~H denote an ~nfi~ite W.R.F.E<A.., We ~m:7 a 
:mbalgebra B of  '~ is sim.p~e if B is r.e., ~9~%,  aad for any i:r~finite he.  
subalgebra ~7 of g< B A FV~a {0, I}. i t  immedia teb  folio~vs h 'cm Theorem 3.2 tha¢ 
a s imple suba!gebra of @ is not reCursive. 
First, we show '~,a~" if B is a s~{np~e S~xbalgebra of ~,  d~en .f--~ ,  ~.~ c~'j: !~.,. ~:- ~?'- is ~ne~': a 
s imple st~bset Of IN !. Le t  a be a r~ontrivial eb<~e~?t ha '~ ...... . ..... 
cannot  be ~Bat both xaa  and -~xAa are in B. Now B >'mat be infinite si~ce ~ is 
not  recursive. If there are infi~aiteXy many x such dmt e A X eB .  then 
{aa mz ]xeN & x.~,ae~i!.} 
is an inf inhe r.e. sel in ~ - B. S~p!:;ose there are onb  finite, ly rna~y x ~ B such @.at 
x ~, a s B, say x>. . . ,  x,,. ~,~,~n ~ ~: . . . .  ({x~ . . . . . .  x,,~)% then both :~: A a an¢..~. -~x: ,,x a 
are not ~n B. Ir~ t~at case, 
{:<AalX~B " (  m,})*~ . ~ - "  \ , X b  o . , ~ . . . .  
is an infinite r.e. set in ~-  B. 
"X-'he main  result  of this sect ion is to show that there are s impb ,~a.,~.o~,', *'-  fe*c~as~ .. i~ 
_~n,~, nonzero r.e. degree contained ~n any W.N.P.B.A._ _ of the f,,_-nn ~, '>'.,~ A-":,~,~'~ ~r 
P..x~" ,'.'" ~}. We begi~ with the cor~strucdons for ~R a~d ,¢~,° 
Re,:at~ that fhe set o£ atoms in !S~, sd(g~), ~s a recursive set. For any x ~?} we can 
effectively decide whether  o r  ~_~ot :,: is f in i~  s~,'.~ " ,- ' " ...... ,,ew know e~ther .,,. or -~x ~s hn:t,e ,,;o 
we simply list a1! firdte subsets of ,~(9~) until  we ~nd {at . . . .  , a , ,} :  ,_e:e(92) such :ha: 
either 
x--= a i or  - -1X= ~&. 
i = ,  [ i =!  
ff y ~ ~ is finite, we def ine 
~t  ~ argument  shows that ~f y is finite, we can efi:ectiveb find ~he eano~ca l  
i~qdex of ~'.uppe (Y). The  constrnctior~ for s imple s*. ba igebms i~a s£~} Ls very easy, fo  
if [{ is a hypersb~p!e subset  of ~(sJe:), the~ (E0 °', ;,~ a a~:~pie sul.x~]gebra of e;~ 
,r:s ~,.~e we prove this fact, we shalI state an easi ly pr~wed !emma whiela we shall 
Use repeatedly .  
Le:m~m 4.1. Le~ U and V be subsets of  e~(91), ~hen 
(i) u~. /  cO* . . . .  := 
(ii) if' s Jg0 -  U ,.s in~ni;'e, *.he~i (U) ,'~ ~ ¢i> ~nd 
(iii) i f  Vcz U and ~J-- V is in,hire then V #~U:  : 
subaggebre Of %!~ : . . . . .  
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P~c, efo Ciear ly{ £!)* is ~.e. and by Lemma 4.:I, (M)*#Fg~. Assum.'e~ (H)*  iS *~m 
s~mp!e. Thkzs 4rare {s a~ iutit~ke r.eo s~ba]gebra V¢ Of 9} such that ~el/Cl (H}*= 
{0> I}. We cm~ e~ecdveiy Iisi all ~onze~'o ~.inb~e eleme~ts of 'E< Yo, Y, . . . . .  We 
,:!~fi~e a~ e~%cfi~,e seq=ence as fo!iows: Le~ ;,~-,~ = Y0- The, n having defined xo . . . . .  
<:, let .v,.,~.~ = y~: where k is {he .~eas~_ integc~r :.:~c>. ~ha~ 
Such a y;~ must: e>~is*, sii-~ce g? is in,nit{ and (UZ, o supp~ (&})* is fi,~ite so that 
there is a fisLee y e I47- ,¢tJi',,:o supp:,t (&))a ']'hns z = y----/\}!,, q is a i inke ei,sment 
ot ~ FV such ~hat 
' °  ) 
\ i : -o  
The~ the~-e is a recu~rsive h~uctio~ f such that f (0  is the cano~ca!  index of 
supp~a (&). Since (H)*N >V={0, I}, each :q~(.H)* and he.ace 
B~t .d~e~ f wo~tki violate the hypers:b.r~plicky of b{ in ~(}J~). Thus there can be ~o 
such W and (H)* is a s.{mpte suba~geb~a of 9~'. gO 
h :is a weiLk~owa theorem of De1<ker that there a~-e h}gersimp!e sub;e> of N 
in evew >~o~ze~o ~'.e. degree. Thus  it '/ol!ews from Lemma 4.1(i) and Theo~-em 4.2 
that the~e, are simpie suba~gebras of 97 i~ every nonzero ~'.e, c~,-g~ ev. ' " ' -  .... oub<~ '~ o-t~ra,a~ = 
o~ 4~e f<>>'>v (H)* fo~ some H~ sF(~) a~-e ~<)~ the on1.'y types of suba!geb~'as ~Y~ 
whicI-~ are s~e~ple. ~ fi~ ~s a subaigeb,'a of ~}, let 
s~pp;, (B)  = {a ~ ,.~¢(97) [ E~:.r e~ ~ (x is finite & e~ e supp~,e (x)}. 
Clear~y :i~ ~[i°g ~(9]), supp,~, ((~¢)*)='M S~.mpose -s>se($~)--gq is infinite. ~t is easy to 
show that ff A =F(~;D*, the~'e is a i~.Mte set 7"~4(~J~) s~4ch that  A~(~-~L~7)*.  
!i-!.er~ce 
s,.~p;-be {A ) c.- M I; 7"# ~¢0~). 
~1 f:d.,ows r4ta< t lmre {s ~<} sab~Aaeb~'a B of  ?~ suco, that R ~s the same automomh--  
ism t3,p~:: as (%~)* o~ even d~.e sa~e a~tovloq:~hJsm ~,ype as some A whh A~: i~(L~') ~e" 
a~'~d supp~>~ (2})=:!~L }~owcve~ ° we show that the~e ~-,_<e s~rop~e subaigeb~as Z> of 9} 
'u.~c]~ that sw:pp.~e (D) --= 9',>. 
cgegn~e ~szech ghag supple (!g) = ?L 
, ~ ..... ~ ,p  " v', ~u~rl if rr,v#-c e a" then neithei" 
1{'2/}1 nor  '{2i  + :l} "~ are m B. r:h.us S£~:r sz~. ;:q~>.v ~:f x ~ >~{ and x [s f i~ke, (o~side~' 
U2 ={r{2i}; [ fr~/~i ..... e ~:~ ep, (X )& r im- ,  :~ };~' :-~,i~:<,i,:. (x? 
v {!!2i}? ~ supp~ (x) & 1{2i'+ t}t~ supp:,x (x: ~}, 
. ._ =~.~ at (.a ,<''T~--. ~e  p:ro(~r thai x~ ['~ a slm<de 
snbalgebra is ver~ similar to the  proof  Of Theorem 4.2 so we shafil not  gh'c ~be 
details. C] 
Next we turn to the construct ioa of slm, pl<..;~.d~algeb.ms for ~(h. We begin by 
constructing a ciass of subalgebras of ~!) which we caii special suba[gebras. The 
special subalgebras wilt help -us use the ideas of the co~_swuct[or~ ...... e~ to ,oi produce 
examples fn {; (See Theorems 4.5 and 5.2). 
Cons*rucgon of  apeciot suba~gebms 
Let  P be the set of intervals {[i,i-!-1) j i~N]-.  From our weak recursive 
presentat ion of ~23, {x ~1,~[I x e~ >} ;s a recu.~sive set. Let t be ~ae idea! wi~ici~ 
co~sises of all finite unions of sets x of the form (o):v ~ (. -% 0) mad {b) for some 
i e N, ~,: g_ [% i + t)  and we ca~a express 
X:=[£,°"t' ..,~r: .hi O" "--" ";2,,, J:m..~J 
where 
i~ ~s dear  from ou~ weak rec-m-sive presentat io~ that .f is a recursive set. Let 
Jg := U)*. For each k [g  N, let ~£~ denote (J£ U {[i, i + I) !i ¢ M])*. We shall si~ ~@3 
write .~£ for Jf~ a,xi .4t~ for 2,f{~ t. The coI!ectior~ of a}! s,,~baI;,~ebras of ~: of the f::¢~r'~. 
$4:4 for Hg_: N wili be called ~he special subaigebras. For each H~_4 N. we Iei  $%~ 
de~ote ({[g i + [ i e ~-f})*. W?e need some basic propert ies of speciat subatgebms. 
Le~m:~ 4o4° 
(c) 2/ . . . . . . . . . .  ": ~c ,,,o,'-@~',~..~a,..., - ~;~#$2.  
(d) g ig, g K% c N oa-~d ~e" ~, bv%#e, the~, '" ~ ~ 
}~e~fo ga ~ is ~mmed[ate. " : \ ?
For (b), iet b~ = \ / ,0  [i, i + I) Where f  ~S a ~c~,~te ~,m_.~se,. ~.t N. if 
:i , , z : 
the~x fo r  Some fin{te .[~.N-.((. i t  rmast, be that b /= \/~=i (~t[i/:,d~) where  ~;~'i ¢,'f[ 
88 ].!. Rein;'<2 
and  a'~ e:,~(D<. Eaci'~ dl is of  the fo rm ih~..-~ or "-15~., for  some tinite t~K.  L I t  
E = L.!I\.,< ~> ther~ 
k 
b~ = [ j  a --1 ,%: = V (m~ A 4 i - " l  5=..), 
i=1 
Fo~" each  7, e i ther  fi~ / - i  5.~ =: 0 Of ~ A -~ b s -'= "-~ b~<. ~.us  we Can express  5~ as 
,"~, := V (m, ,~, -&)  = mi , .  ~z,~: 
whc:re ~.,~ = \/1= i m~ +i.,d+ But  tt~en m mt~st be o17 the  fo rm 
(n~:  ~,, t '+ U, i-~- 1) 
where  ~I  e .,If a..'.~d ;~I I if, J + I), It is clear f rom ,our defi~fi!ion o f  Jg that  there  is no 
such  t~ ]P. <,if. ' !"his -'fJ-s.: O. UI}N_ x := -[0, 1}. 
(C) Let  S be a f inite set a~d 
,~y ,  __  f > .  • ~s- ->~ i x~ (S) ~> & ~ is bol:a!ded above) .  
C lear ly  ~ is f inite and  shice for  any  .v ~Q~ e i ther  x or  --i.~; is bouzde~ above ,  it 
fo l lows lhat  f(.',:r ::my K g£- 7\[ (Jf4.z< LJ S) :~' = (,,f&< tJ '7~) s. 
Let  b = V {;v I x ~ T'cv }, The~:, i" ~ (-c% gsi for some ,',~. and hence  go.v" any K g N, 
(..%,; <J s)::' ;~_ (./,( ~ u{[< i " - i )  i o-<-: i v:~: ~,})'~: = A,,:u,,o ...... ,. 
'Fha'.~. 7f i:( Js infi.qfte, J~c~to ....... )/-;O= b3, (b) and  hence  there  is no  finite set  S 
s.uch that  (,":':~s; U S} .<~' =©.  Thus  if N - . -K  is i~f it i te,  .ArK--F.~ D. 
(d) easi ly fo l lows from. a s imi lar  a rgument .  
(~) ic_: At if] [1> i-i- l),!~.X~[~.~ so ti~at K~,c,,ff<. if x~(-.c~,, :.~),. thc~,~ .~c e~,ff.~< iff for 
_ ~ ,~, us  i-J 
.if .v c ~1}1 [s bour~ded above,  let 
supp  c (m) - ~:,= ,~V I " " r: i ~- i" -.' ,~:~, 
Ou~. v,'e,.'~k >~c,,~.rsive pre.-';eamtiori of 1£,", a l lows os io e, ffecLiVe!y d~cF_le whethm:  or  
r~ot :c is bounded above  ;-,-t~d~ if :; .is boup<ded ahoy,% to effect ively lad  the 
c~!;';}onicai inde× of sui~p~ z (x). 
>t~;!  c ~11) ' -b I Ip I / , ;  _~ 1, 
~:'>>a5 Let  <~ = sup % (x) ap, d . . . . . . . . .  (V'h Fi~ let 
: 'CA~,<~- I ' I=~, :Ma: )U  ° '~ " • 
a~d 
y , " ' , l L  II'F J '~:=[5!;)~ ~' ~U"  " " j i -5~ ~;~h, I } > , : i ,  I ? L i i  
/ 
could be i~ suppl ,  x - . ' )  is !t  ~' a2~r< =~ + i~ and bzp~/< ~;-'- ~ so thai 
(~:-y)k[ / , i  ~ . . . .  - ' -  1- t ,  ~ t{ ,  ~*~,,,-* x ~ -" [c ,  i + 1 ) 
where e=may~ (a,~ b. ,~)  7]n.~s /,-~snpp:~(:~:-v) i*:~ i~A--,z~, l--t 
Thee~'e~: ...,,+s' e; Le~ H be a hypersimg~e ~.,oo~+-"*'"*" o7 ~' ~,,~r .th,',no.~ .,fQ: is e:~ simple se&{ffgeb,x~ 
of ~'2. 
bt,.~m~r .~a+~ is r,e. and s'h+ :~sF~% by Lemma 4.4. ~'-'~- " . . . . .  
Then  there is an infinite r.e. sumd~e~.e ?{ /o f  ~m such that ~;,'~ '~ - +'' ' ....... 
Yo, :~h . . . .  be an effective Hst without repetit ions of aH ~]o~i:.zero ei£Tsen1:4 oi! %i; 
which are bounded above. We del%~e an effective sequence as foiiows: i+.et v~, := e,. 
The~ hav:ing deflated Xo . . . . .  :c., let :,c.< = y,( where k is @c least hHe£er st~ch q.mt 
supp+n (y,..)N (['} suppc  (x~)) = ~). 
\ i  =0  
We note that  {f a ~- ,w is _ ~ = l~ fi~ite then there is a y:. snch that supps  (y,)G A. So~ if 
supple (y ; )g  A for all i, then since {X]X~_  A} is finite, there would be y~ :.: 55 s~a;:£* 
that sapp#~ (y/)=s.upp e (yi). But  then su-m~ (v , -y / ) : [ '~  h.v Lemma 4 .5sa  tl~a~ 
ye-  3,'/# 0 would be in N{ vfolatiag the fact that 9!/FL,,~t ={0, 1} 7'hus fo~ e~.ch n, 
@ere is a 3,~ such supec  (v i) ~ ~,,j ~"~.o su!>oc.~ .. (:%) a~m- ~ thus z = v - ( \ , /~'~ v~) sati-&'s 
mat  a is bounded above, z ¢~ Ig( and suppe. ~.~ ,~ tu~=0 s~pp~ (x.))=: {;t 14 {.:H~o*~ 
that G+,. is weil defined for a!i n. 
Let  f : N-.+ N be such that f( i)  = the canorfieai rKlex of suppe  (x~). <Tbarlv j: ia 
recursive and since for each L .v,~:/F~, 
~f0) f ltB, - J~ ) = supp~ (&) rh (N-  H)  ¢ O. 
_ . .  " " " " t~e  can be ao such Vi' But  ther~ f Would violate t~e hypers~m.phc~ty of H. Thus  ~- -~ 
m~d hence .A{H is a s~mple subalgebra of ~.  [3 
Since imre  are hypers imple sets it? every noazero r.e.; R fotlows fK~m ~.~=u.,,~ 
4.,~. and 7 'heorem 4.6 that there are sim@e s~.:d?aigebras, of £2 {~ e*;er',. ~.or ........... '~-m-o r.e. 
'e~,r .... O;,r  next result concerns i:he i somorphism ~ - "~'" d . . . . . . .  }ges ~. simple ~ ~ ~ ~~ _ __ atu.? , g¢,&,: s Of 
g'2. 
3£he~re1~ 4°% f f  B is' a simple s~ba~geb~u of ~,  d~e;~+ B m f3. 
; : : 
- 60!ppO~,~, a:~ iS a Si~O[e Wg 
show that  73 i s  :" . . . . .  ""- ~:  -~-" " '~" ~ ~, !  " " agormess, S~appose  ~ has  m.~ ea'eox:,~ a. L..~en .x - .u ,~ -" ~ , '  t ,,,q+. '- :.~ 
some mtervai  L.>dz) where  A, ]2~ O a~d A<i , . :  Let  ; >; +]2)/2 and Wbe ~he [3  \ i l  
W,+'~ B = {0, l}+ Thus .  W We:vii Violat e the  s imp iMty  of  B~ Ti?erefore, i f5  ~ i,.~ 
skapie,  tiSen:B i s  atomiess.  ~ : : ;::} : : :: : : . . . .  
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We cm? now use the simple subaigebras constructed for J'~ and !% m build 
examples of s~mpte s4balgebras in Boolean algebras of the %rm @% ~%x@, or 
:£;x@. 
~he~z:'em 4.8~ Let JB' be a s~.~balgebra of (2 (at ~ sits inside (~) and let B' = 
(B u.£((;2))*~ ~b:~,,~ 
(i) B ' - r  ~, 
(ii]) ~[" }~ is sgmpie in ~,  ghen B' is s;;mple i~ 6L 
P~:,oelL (i) If x ~ @% iet {x) denote the equivalence class of {x> modulo .St >~(@2)). For  
eaci~ x ~ (! :. let 3~:, be the y ~! .~21 such @at y ~. (x). Given x, we can effectively find y,~ 
sii:ce ';;2! and 8'(.~(1~2)) are recursive a~d y,, satisfies 
(y .  - x )  v (x  - 1,0 ~,~,~(s~(i[)). 
( i )  easi ly fo l iows since s ---s B '  i f f  y~ ~z ~. 
(ii) is s t ra ight forward.  
{iii) Suppose Vi is a~ ir~finite r.e. suba!gebra o[ (~g such tF.a~ Wc'~ B'  =-[0, 11. 
'-F'i~es P( iV) = {y,: !x ~5 W} ]s a r.e. subalgebra of CJ sach that P(W)"S ~ ={0, I}. 
J'~'h)~(:}r~O''~Z ~" "r:~ ::~Z)~ ~  iS in!]nJJ:e, since' :, ', ,'-,'- ,:,. ,4r~ arid ,.., -z,_ xs . . . . . .  m~,st mrpIy" X~, .z~_ . : ,  'k'v: 
s.ti~e;wise {:'-i) = {xa) arid rhea (x~ -" x:a) A Ca, -" x~} wo@d be a ~~o~~tr]vial e iement  of 
]~/F? 4t. ']'h~,~s if B'  is not shypie, 2~ is not simple. IZ] 
(i) .C~,.~ .8, 
(ii) ~{" S¢r .  ~Ba. th;sr~ )/;;-'-:~:.~8~ >:@a, a~.:d 
F~'oe.L {i) a~M !ji) ai:'e strMght%rward, @il) Suppose %:t/is a~i infinite r.e, subalgebra 
~,:V r~ S' = {(0,.,, 0=,), (&.,,, L,:.)}. 
P~(W)= {:~ <~;;s: I ~}'(~',~-'%... & @, >',"~ W)}, 
thci~ F.~('!L/) ~.s a r..e. suba~gebx.,: ud ~'u sud~ that PI(W)f% B = {0~,, ],,,}. P~(%7) must 
be i~finke .qncc o@.erwise D.v,~.<; would e>:~t x ~ P~(i,£) and y,, ?::~e@ such that 
y~#y:, a~d '-',x,y~}, (x, ya)~sEC Bm ~hen (0ua:Y~-Y~} would be a nontriviai  
e ien<~t  in J~' CI W. "rheas if B' 'is not simple, JS Js not simple. {213 
gh~ce there ars slm:o~e ,,* .~" ' -~ ,  ,.~....'i',",,:~, in 97.. - or '¢', af am~ nonzero r.e. degree,  it 
h>ik>ns immedia~el}: from 3 b.ec~re~.ns 4,8 aud 4.9 ~ha? t~ere are @uple subalgebras 
of a~%, ~,o:,ze;,o r.e. degree b~ :81 W.R.KB.A ,  0£ @~e f.om~ (};, 9"~ X)~}, or £; ,x@, 
£ecws~ve~y emm.~erW.£~e Bool e~ ,Slge bras 
5o Na:dr~ra~ ~tm~ ~t~!~v# as~mSN~ebms 
P 
We say a subalgebra M of ~ is m¢ucimal, if M is r:e., !~.'~:,*~-: ,  and for any r.c, 
subalgebra W::2_M eitb, er W=~:@ or W=~.~;4; The ma~r~ ress!~: of this section is 
that in at! W,R .P .B ,A ,  @; o:f the form fg, £; x ~ and 9l >< @ there exis% ma:dmal 
sUba!gebras in every high r.e. degree. (A degree ~'; is hig/~ if the jump af 8~ d', is 
equal m the donbIe jump of the degree of the recnrsive sets, 0".} We shall aiso 
gNe exarapies of maxima:~ subaigebras of @ whk:h are not a shnp~e >mb~:~]g~%--ras of  
@ for at1 @ as above where @~:~gL (For 2~, we show a~i maxfi,-mI subal~',:~4)ras a~-~ 
simple subalgebras.} Thus, in general, sh~npie does not imply raa×hnai -...16:h is iu 
comrast  o the relation of the analogous actions of simple and maximam1 in either 
the lattice of r.e. subsets of 24, ~, or the lattice or r.e. subspaces of a rec~.~rsivcly 
presented vector space. At  the end of this section we will defi~.~e cohesive 
subaigebras and show that c:o-r.e. ~ohesive suba~geb~as exist in ati @ as above, 
As in Seetioe 4, we f i~st  construct maxima1 subalgebras for ?~ a~d ~}. 
. ez<~,} . . . .  ~,, (M)*  is e m<~:~m-:cd 
maximal  Then there e:;dsts a r.e, suhs~ebra  ~"- ' "~ ~:~ w ,~,, <I  such that q/¢,9",} .:;m:i 
W ~F ( z~au,*. We sha~i, show that the existet~ce of ~-C violates the max:h~aiity ~.ff M 
~d(9I)- U and U- .M are infinite. 
Let D = W 0 ,a4(92). C~early D is r.e. and D ~ b:< Si~ce. M is n-mxima~ i~ :d(9i)~ 
e~me,°"~ , .a~(gw-O*  ~x ~" or D-l:.,,2 .% finite. It cannot be.. that ~tN)-z:."" ~  ~,~' :Srd~e .';or- 
otherwise (~;I 7U (d( i l : ) -  D))* = N. ? . . . .  ,~:-~ ..... as.,:,:m:e ~n~s we ... . D-2 , , f  is tint{e, say 
D-M={eo . . . . .  a,,]. 
Before we can enumerate o~r set O, we must co~?strgc~ s. r.e. sequence of 
e lements of w ~ .- .. _. .,~ xe, x! , .  . . . . . . .  ~.t Yo, Y~, • be  an e:ffective list o f  al~ r:~ov~zero finite 
elements of 'W and assume y~ = a~ :/or ; ~ m Let aq = @ for i ~c; n. Assume we ha,:e 
de{ined xo,. x~: for some & m-n such. that t~v ~e? ai~ n < ~ ,<. the csu'dmahty of 
. . . .  ~-  least ' (b) e~o nil i, ]~<~¢, ;~"-I implies supp~x (,r~), bupp,~,'.<~h)l, is at  2 ane  ...... ":" 
supp,x (x~)iqsnpp,)~ (x~)= {~. Then !et x,,~.~4 be the least e!en:sF~t ::: i~ ordeir o:~ the 
• ver~y is '  the  foliowi-~g. , . . . .  : ; : : : 
TLere are mfim.e0~ mcaw ~ :~c,,i d',~,,~t x~r~ (x<~ . 
<..' '2 .;fiB. Re~*me[  
~:a,...-g,; .~, ,>,o Suppose  the lemma fa-;is a~}d the:re !s  an ~{t > n such taa[ 
c, :- iY ! Y ¢ as(,>/) ,4£ 3, '~m x:~ ,,o.~ some i ~:~ -~L 
n,p:, S is finite and b~{m) , . . . ,  a,,}. Thus  b~U, :~) ' - - :  W and since f%~#~VZ, 
<.v~ wo~ ~ There fore  there is some ]> m such that ~ e ~?I/--(Mt2 S)*. BUt 
d:en 
: s,upp~;: (;,%)- [.,,:~I °=supp:~ (x~)). # ~} 
{'~ if' suppose (~ } c~j  o.-m-P~ (x~), }9 .woutd be a un ion  or elemee.ts of  ~a,~d~z'/~,,, 
wbbb are i~ S a~d hesce  Yi ~ (>f 'O S) }~- Since for all f>  ~n x~ ,~ (M):% it fo l lows 
t m~ ~,Lw,~, (~ ~--~J ~-! suppo. (x"0~'~& Bu~ then 
' 
I \i ~.0 / / 
-.. Y~- (V>-o ~-~.; ~ D-- ,v~ v, hka~ is imposs i -  
big since D--'  ~ ~ " . ,X,}o q"- " . z~ n-~ ..,. ~ 4... -,: . . . . . . . .  .a:.~, . . . .  7v-f = ' [Xo ,  . . eros at stage i, Ys - t  v ~=o-~w is  m~ ,:,.~ ,~ , .<~, ,u ; , ,~¢
v.w c.o.:sk.er ~:o be x, ar~,d since y~--(\/{2~, x~) has the requi:;ed p_ropertics, 
:v: = , ,-  i V -'~,. }e! {ag)*. 
v., f ==0 I 
Thus t}~e,?e can be no such n's. [-] 
Now :<'-.Opose />,~'~ and %u~(MY< 'Then isupp,:~(:%)--M!>2 because if 
]l..i:p!%; (.:%)-~.f[ = I~ iiie~e v,,ou[d be a~% atom ~.n (,S@(~}gh~V) b? : :{xo  . . . . .  X;~} 
~.~.nder .,:;. We coas0uct  U in stages. :]Let .'Ho,, m~ . . . . .  bs  ag effecdve fist of b£  Let  
a = u.y(y £ supp~.~,~ {&) -{too  . . . . . .  m,})}. 
l..et U = U ,  U". C]ea_dy UT?M sr~d U is r.e.. I f  ]>~ and %£ M~ d,.en exactly one  
s~on:~ of supp-,,, (%) - 'M '  will be put  fm.o U a~.~:d at least one  a iom o!" sv;pp,~ (%) -M 
,',/ii! :-.,.eve;- be put  into L i  S[',0ce x:~.<~ (A/~% :~ fro [n~it:Jtc{y n: -~;y/ ,  both  sd(~i')-. U arK! 
Thus  ~herc ca~} be ~:~o s~4ch W and he,nee (M) :~ is a maxbml  suba igebm of  
F;:. Ell 
.~ o~ J.,,~.,.~ ~°~ i :)], that :,:he:re a~:e max imal  m:bs6~s of N Jn every h~gh 
. . . . . .  -~ " ~ -- 5.1 " ~ ~- -  - 4.1(i  ) "-~'"~ the~-e are <e. deg~'ee° 'N~us k to{iows tron~ ~n.e~.~reu ~ and t ,~,ua . u.,~ 
~}'&im{ s*.ir~aigN::,,ss of ~ in eve~ 7 is~gh rm. degree.  We caa  also find a maxk:ml  
s~balgeb~-a A. ,.:ff ~'}2: i;s ........ , >{~ deg~-ee 8 suw~ that supp,x e,,,~_,:, m,s~ ~.e. , '  (A )  = ,:~(tAb. Let  
£ =( !{2~ 21+1Yit i~ ~v. 
R{m~lrsgady ~mm~n~;rc@Le Boc4ea{~. ,:~fgebroa v 
and ~ . . . .  ~" ~" ' . . . . . .  " '" ~'> q -- t~.~ "Fh.sr[ .A = {R L.i DtF' m~ _'v. uc a m.axbm] s;ubset Of o<::;g~.ee o o, { i.-'!~ i:~ ~." r .  
is; a maxs_ma! suba~gebm of fi~ of @sg~ee D such  that sspps,~ (A).-.,at. ~,. The: pzo*.,,~ 
tha~ A h-~s requ i red  oroper tbs  is  s imi lar to ~he, p roo f  of Theo~'em 5. ~. 
'Ode r, o w  t - o,,~ attentiog ¢o ~ " <," ; "'' " ' . . . . . un~ ......" >-. -. :-.~_amo v,.., snail use the ,<pecbi suoa~gebcas. 
J ~ . .e .~ '~ aJ',~, i f  K zs a rt~c~ximal s~;bset o f  's\L U~en ~/ ~ fs u mc<'xmcas mO.;.c;tS~b;-~" of . .=.,  - 
,<,0 
IP~Q~£L C]eariy ~ .is r.e. and  by  Lcmma 4 4, .,~.s< ., <,< + ,. .u .~F!£),. Suppos<~ .£.. is ~>)t 
• . ~ J~,{(< i f} ]C!  t¢~ 7 [:':~V, 7~i maximal .  "~e:a ff~e~'e is a r.e. s',ffm~gcbra ~%' of  ,£~ s~ch tb~:: iU - ' . . . . . . . . . .  
,..' ~=~, m-,~r< .... ecaa  9 = {[i, ,:'+ ~ ) i i c W} Let  Ot:,~ = ,a ,.-..c.,~ * 
( :% , ~.-. .. U..3) ", We need only show that a ~ ~-~ ~I  are bound<xJ "' ........ 
t "~'~, U .4t)". So  assume -v ~ ~V ar:d x c (---:% ~) for some. < i ,-* .%~ = ( -~.- 0i ,., x 
and fo~ each ieN,  let x~ =[i., i4" I )AX  Let 
S : 0 - I}  u {i x, :-" 0 & ::~ ~..£} 
aBd 
I '={7 [2q #0 &. x~J :£L  
, .U .~v-~.0 .  .... -.. y=V>s:9  ., ......... ~.,,.~, ~ ..... \i,; . . . . .  , [ L / - i .U .F . r  ..... 
each i ~ 'K [[, j + i ) "- x s e .2t since -<i ~! .4:L Th .~s 
i '\ : \ 
;:--{ V ~c<s',/{ V [],]-v'~)--x~i 
Js an c lemer~ of ~I-' and he,ice z ,~ ~;%. g~ 2t the~ 
, , +~ . . . .  
= ~Z- -  ~/  t l<  e+ i} - ' . : ( s l  :: IV  , i , ,  
,s~s''} ~ t s~-'r" . . . . . .  / 
is in (14, .  U . f f ) * .  
C1e;u]v (@):~' is a tecurs ive suSalgebr~ of ,~ (}~s)*~<~! a,:M ~..q'~* = 
iL .... i !~ i ~ C./q] = ~.  Let  _.~(.. = (~[a'< ,o,~ -  l ) i i ~ l<}}'L Tl~en. by. Theorem. . 5. l0 ~'w. ~s a 
(s-~ . Moreover*  Z/;~ ~ K~. and thus  e~the~ tn tl~e~e {'.-; ;, maxima, st@algebra ~4' .=,,* . . . . .  v,£ . - --
........ : .et .S' .s~ c~ (S U ~%.)':~ = (gk)* in wb;ch  oase 
(S  U .v.  ': . . . . . . .  ," ~* - v~ ~ .q*  - . - -o 
or  ~;~ ~he~e are finir.c sets % aad  'F. {[iv, U I~0"  = (~,'~J~ U 7t.,'f i' in wbcb:  case 
(. T,  U.mtK / - "  ~ --- (..!T'- U ]~. U; ,f,iJ') $ = i 7-' z U ~/~% U ,J{)$ :: ( 'I~, U {~i]:!'; 
. 1 ;  
Thus  .,D1£ is a max imal  subal .~eb~.-~ of ¢D. [3: 
Since: by  ~ ~:ama 4.4~ g - ' "  " ' . . . .  o,~,-~ :V:'~" a~d the*e ~.u-e max,~ma! subsets of s,,: ~~. eve,y  
hii,h r e. de~itee, it fo l lows  feint there are  {~:~aximal s~balgebi:as:ofS,] its every high 
m- - ~. 
g.e. de£~-ee. Oux' next res"¢tt o)nce~mS tls.e ISOFIIOI~O~IR.IDA [{3~188 O ' f  !I18X~-I~t.hl -%0>->-'!,;TDe" 
• . . . . . .  .£ d"~ 
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7"[~e.m:@~ 5 7!,-If f7 is a maxima] . . . . . .  lgebra ...... ti~en 
!?%~®~& Suppose B is a maximai suba~gebra of ~2% To sltow B ~<),  w~: need o~tly 
show .;5£ is atom!ess, SuFpose E~ has an al;om x. 'Yhen x#0<:  and x must co-utai~ 
some i~-~terval [/> A) where ]l, ]~ ei <2 sad A < b Let / s  = (h +.&)i2> Bi~t then if 
w = (sa u{:~ 1 y ~[ i ,  i)})*, 
it i? easy to show thai: W#~72 and ~;V¢>.B arid ~ence g~ v.,o~fld violate 4).e 
r,aaximality of  B, Thus 28 must be ammiess. [ ]  
We now c<snskier '~..R.: . .B,A.  o[ the form % g~. x ~ and ¢2* x ~,.'. 
. . . .  : zs is a ,~rmximal s'~ba~geb~v~ c7 ~i'2 (~s gt sits u~sme %~ ~heee 
=.~7 LJ est~)) ~g a ma~:imaI s~balgeb~ of <£ 
I?~'¢aFo Clearly B'  is r.e. and by Theorem 4.7 (ii), B '  #~: (g. Suppose W is a Leo 
s;~_balgebra of (,~ sc,.ch that W~B' .  Let %7/~ = WPi£%, then ?~ is r.e. and We -2B. 
Si~ice i~7 is maxima~ in £] ekher  
(i) there is a @a~le S such tha~ (StO i~)*  =:£;g, ~a which case 
O'  
(;i} d:ere are £~ih: sets 7i  and '7}z sacb that (;{"~ U ~4/]o/~:= (7~U.~:)* in which 
CT?Se 
(7;  <; ~:¢y" = (W, U ~,~,::. <J.~.;~:(g))* = (?2 U ~ "J s~((g)/~ = (% u ~')*.  
'f"h,as ~:'kher W:%.ti~ or %"::~: S '  and hence B' is a ma::imal s~ubalgebra of ~. 
Simiia%y tws can prove the ~r¢)~{,w~g, ~* q 
' • ~ ~'~axima[ ss&algeb~za ef  
,:<:.~c~- the ~<ts A4 ~.~,sed b. q"hec, Y ~r~., ...... ... '::.._~'~ and K used hs Thco~,~:~ . . . . . . . . . .  q ~ aro maxir.aat 
5.4~ 5. !'7;, 4 ~ sad 4 c~ @.at u ever}  i~igh r.e. ~ie,<~e~ there are sebab~'bras wh~ 
k.~ovveve£, w.e sbta!J s1~ow . . . .  i:ha~ ~ @ is Of ~he. for41 o:.,•., 9~>4~% or Q×s~ a~d ...... , 
then i} eord.mi~_s g..r, mxS~mJ subaJgebra wmcn ~s ux)t s~mp~e• Out  next theorem w~ti 
b!,~:!, 1:o '%-*" " ~}) such and @ ~ 9 /x  7fL 
s,,~,~:<,~,~ 54k ~ ~'+ 5%, .w~ b~ ~ V .i D Y B A s~ech tha~ (ai 4:b, has .a max imal  
seebaJ!S~:'c~ M e,:>u,i' (b) g:< coeemi,~s *.t ~ec;>~'sive ,,~..e~aog@, a B a~d em~m@i  ~ eeen~e~i'ts 
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g ~,~ X 0 ,g,&,~ 
(i, (B ,r ~v~ 
(ii ~ d*,.ef~ is an ~mma~e ~ec~m;~ive , t . , .  =>.,  ~ >:ea, 1 g-~#~ % s~.,,.:h mag q< 
• ' -  as ; ,  
thee~ x/, ,y, xvy ,  and -qxa i f~o  and s~Ch thin" ~;5 "P ' f ]R=nb ~ * Then 
g~ x @2 comainz ~ n~a:ci~al m~balgebr~ which is t.~ot si~..~ph,. 
ar id  ~_  ~, e .-  =TIU~. Let  
c :  ({(x, %)  i x c 4£ :Y ,  
SNce  x, y ¢: ¢:,o impl ies  xvy ,  .~:/,}.,, and  mxAy are i,a ~.a,[,,,, ore:' cms easi ly see by 
put t ia~ all Boo lean  ~cmoma~on.-,-~ ' " "~" ~ of dements  o£ ,rt-. (~ x i ~" ~: ~ ~ in d ls iu  c i re  
nor;rna! fo rm that  the e iemeats  ef  C are of the fo rm (,~:, %, , /o r  (-7 ;c° 1~...~} re,;' some 
x c-_ d,~,,~ S ince  (,¢..o}* Iq  B -{0o&, I :-~;}, it foglows that  
c n A : {(0~, o@,  < ~ :,,:,, I~@. 
Thus  C w i tnesses  the fact  that  ,4  is not a s imple  :,u )a!g:,~,. a. 
Thus  -ee~ on ly  show thag A is a m_.axm'ml ~_ ~ . . . . .  we . . . .  ,. . ~ . ' ,~ubai]m!Wa Now 
z - i  
and by T~ . . . . . . .  " ' , , -  ~o~ .... 5.5, 11,~' is a max imal  s~balgeb-ra of  '.'~;~ x@ 2. [~w our  chok:e ",[ z, 
w" o,~ ~U[)i)O$~S '~~/ "IS ~[ i ' .¢, 
suba igebra  of  gh  × ~ such  ..... ~* _. ,, " m~.~ I,'V' _~. kg'. Tht~s e i ther  (b there  is a finite ':e' ;-:, such  
tha~ (~'v' U S)* = 4h >'. 93-, kq wh ich  case 
P-, , 'e  or  (ii) there  are ~n~te sets  T~ a,~d % such that  --"I7' U ?3*  = (M'  U T:)  '~ h,, ,v;.,~,,~ 
case 
(WU {{z, 0~v)} U T~)* = (A  U{(z, 0~;~}} U Ti)*.  
'ghU~s e i ther  ~,!/--- -~ v.Ja ,.o-~ 'W=,:  A.  He,ace A is a rn~&a~t  ~ba iaebra  which, is 
not  a s impie  suba lgebra ,  l-[ 
Now ass~me, . . . .  D~=A~¢ and  ~9~>,"  9L tf ~2? conta ins  ar~, a tom!ess  eie:me~~< ~o~r,.~ ' ...... h~. 
Secdon  9 we proved  that  ~D%Q'<~.  But  ~%, ,~. )<© ,.,,,* *h~oa. c~ r~-< Lr',-.- a,_,~ 
Now © x ~  conta ins  a max imal  subalgebra~ A~d us ing  Example  ! of  Secd<m .~., ''  we 
s~e t:hat :©. conta ins  ' : ~ " " ~*  .......... a recursn,~e s 'aba~.ebra B ,~mch4~ (B ! J{(- -% 0)}) !~ ~"71:~ ~,-,d 
Th~xs :Theorem 5.6 shows  d-,.at ® contai)~S a mamma~'  " subfo~-~::,:~ W ~  ' : : , ; -~ °-i$c~:~h .,i~: ~.._.: .. .. . 
s tmpm.  Moreover  it is Aea~ ma~ ~u3.~* ~ub~eu. ,aa  ~. . ,~¢ ,:, ~v~,~ r . , :~n  r . . .  c,.e%ree, 
NeXt: assume:@ i s :a tomic  and  :@:m0d ,¢(c4(~)):cm~tabas : ~ :;-'redNess ek~mem ~, 
= : 
96 .£;9, Hemnd 
moc~ <7(s~i[z]) )  m the  ~tomless  Boobsar t  
age ;>£a. t i  fo iows  f rom our  a : ;atys/ : ;  m , . ,e ta .o ,  2 thag  [z]~----£. Thus  thece  is  a 
W.R. [LB .A . .S I=[ - - , z ]osud~t l~_at :@r~( (x@,LetB i : r©(as~+"*  ~ 'o~ sL~ mm4:'~-c¢)..> be  as  in  
; ~esrgp  B '  {i~e. ~. ' /"2";~a~ag..~:,-)h immediate ly  above .  Lee. ~g '=(B . - ,~ .~C&a.  7s recurs ive  by  
'F i~e,:~em 4 .7  (i) a r id  
<7~'iJ,. {(---,~., ,0 )}d  ' , : , I s  . . . . . .  d ; t - - - '~,.  ( ) )} i  . . . .  w((g) ' . . .*  =~- (C '  U .~: :¢(~5))*  : (2. 
17",.,1,~)~ .;x><~r i f  wo  ie*. 
4.  =~: {~- += ~c ) " ,'= ,c: & .v %c ( -m 0)} 
g%.g  x i.~ so  v¢¢ see  that  3.~<, sat~sl~es cond i t lou  (ii).. o f  Theorem.  . . , . , ,  < ~'; Now ' "  ~ - 0~a~: 
7 >: @:~ <£ >: (g  >,- .-,;~ 
i ) (D' , )com4in:~ max ima!  suDa iRebras  h~ ~:very h igh  r ,e .  degree  by  Theorer rs  15,4 
"* , q 5 apoEes  to  b~'gmx( : ' ,~  " ' ....... ~nd ~ ~ Thus  ~ ~,eosew: . . .~ ,  ~-. ,~ so that  a re  max imal  . . . . . . . . . .  1. • ~_I l,kJi ~ 
~:,~i:~,;~.,_,..:." "  "',+" ic~ c~vc-:r)i hh~.h.r .e ,  de<~ee <'f. ~>:(~.;<~,). .  wh ich  are  no~ s inpte .  
N , h, sc~opose  @ is a tomic  and  @ rood  ..m(-~°>x..,:~,e is a tomlc .  ,..=,.~,..~:=,~'- ~: o,~-::~., '>- ' -  c > and  
¢_>~¢ S~i" >,.%.. it fo lk>, ,~ 6"or~-~ Vaugm:"  '-'s Theorem (Tb .eorem _..._,)," ' "  ~b:.~t ~i mod,~(.~g(~D)) 
i~ 120; !i've ~'" "t Oi" e}~e, " ' " ~ == : .g ~ a,~.  ~ t ~':=.'-.~-..',s : #~_ eJer~!ePt  . . . .  ;Pour ote ;ne~]t  [ !oo Jean  algebri~.. -r-~, ,, s} ......  * %,-,4=it* 
~.~ :; ~. le.-'.ts{ 3 aton-:,s, {% o::, e% Let  re be  st~cll that  / ' ( z )= ~qv%va~ '.vl-~ere 
j ' :{: ;  --=. e~ . . . . .  ~v-~d yta.c<;-,,.,,<=~ ~ge=}~ is "*'t.,.,c-; nat t~ra i  c~ '40dent  map.  The_°~ !D-=-~,.Izi:< 1 -  z ] .  = . . . .  ~-,-',:,=~_ 
[:;1 :~Kt  d;(,sdj:~:])) bs is, omorph ic  to  tLe  e ight  e !emers t  Boe!<,sa.i : :Agebra.  Thu: ;  by  
,,, a~<.h~: .; =D.~,, ~er=~. [;:ta----7~.',.<97 *(9h TM~':; the-ire is \V .R .P .F I .A . ,  ;9i7=:I--~z]. s 'ach  
. . . . . . . .  :?~X ~;' £ ( ) i l I , l l r~s  ;q i ? ,x i [ la ]  i k~ i ) :a i f te l3 r i t  ]i} @'~C~]' [}i! i ] i  th~q ~V-'-~'}?>(.>~f;-:('tixS-:-~t Nov ~,, ..... a <. 
~. <,. dlC~,re, d "I'~., . , - .o. . .  a-,, " . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  i )y ~ ~., ~:44 ~'~.5 I ,~  ~ i'?O {~.t]'. recuFs:r t ; i  st lbai '  ;.'ctiIr&.. o f  9)..-'cti.,.,.. ,= co_,q... 
: . tet>.:ed in e; ;:;topic 2 o"  S¢c / io~ +s". q'I~mn 
17 ! 7]. C) I  ~',~ `:'<':,< >(! i  
iR t i  
,7,,<, =- i . '  c 'h~ ~<t71 .v ::~. ~ .,,.',"~ o 0)} 
i ;  ~i Y. ;t rq[y<: {<[O;;;~ .'.tiC]',, {~t~ 
~s o l  
"7 ~ ~:, "i h<';o<.~:a :2:,.6 .~pi;,iiv.:s ~m ]7~ ).<:11~i "" ~c, . . . -~  tDa~. f~ . A .;,~ ." .U. SO .~ OVeQi h.:,.gI'i r .e .  deer;e¢.~. , 
. ~,~ :, , . /-! ~ .-t; ,c ,<,*,~) wh ich  are  s io i  %{~,i]p]I~. [1'}1115; We %-~'~ f]]<< itT:RXiIP:!~ SI.i})~}~I3[)i'&S "~ c~ ~' . . . . .  " i ) ,  ,~,, 
::;; u.:~oi(a:;, :;,6o::, ,(.d 17~ ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,:, tV  ~:i > £z & .ve~:ch r 'u;,  @~1~ e~s*<.'~ f r;4:!J~>{~)~. 7~ee~ 
,.'Jwu~ c_N,'~'~,'; -,.'~ '&.7:~. R.;;I.Jt., !7(i s>~(TD fhd'-~ $8"~:-:~74 oIi'~.d )1 emery  higl~ ,,'L J .eg~ee ~>,,, 
.', c , ,£ ,  s' .u r . .c . , ,?_o 7 s:zU>c:~&eDro wh ich  i.~ ~,mf ,~w~ p.,..r:.-' 
%~,, C (ib) 11(7~., t i . .nh;$Lt 10 £OIii[ditri I l~j i',c'O ggrL~rol ' lh S},~ {)!1213b~ 1") <, a 't} YII'~. 
. . . .  4 "" m>,.,'ia~'~} <' ' ' 2"-h -< hdor, . ,  u ) ,e ry  ? %1] r.e~ :degn:e  w.m._=~. 7 )-: :17. ',, ',-- c'd "i ~7~ ,..~.~ w...c: .,M)~,.~,.,~  I o_., ~ '  "~' 
' "- : ' : arul li-~' k.4 b4s  nm:(imcfi :~' . : !  o f  s~{9~ ate not  shnp]e, . . . . . . . . .  ! e'; 8 bc~ a r:.,~S~ ,',e. de,%~'c,e ":~ ~< 
of de~ree & Let  ~<. ,vh, . . .  be a~ ef fect ive iTst;n;4 of A4 c .~ a. ,  ,~<,. ,:~: ~i.r~ 
ef fect fve listing Of -~@~)- Let  
<.le ,r<9 A is ~.e, and  A~~-}.M. ~ et 
J = {(.< O} i u ~ })~ & x is firfite}. 
.: is art ideal  of  .~ xg~ so that  C - : >* c<, nsi<< o~ <g~ ' - ,J, ~ . . . . .  ,. o ie~encs o< the [<>~4 [ ' 
/--,~- I )  where  x is f inite. Thus  C? ' ,A  =*4 j  p,t, " " -:hat A ..... ' ,. , . . . . . .  \._, .,,, (1, ;}} so b; ~:;i ,~:,,mo;o. 
HOWra;vcy  
{:  ~lr/-~ Cl$}? '={(Y  " . , 
By Theorem 5. I  (Z~4"):", is nsax imai  t: 9~ and ~hur; by "Fheor~:a- .'< . . . .  'i {,4.',.J ~, ~ ,~, , ' i  , ,>  :;, i:-; 
ma>dmai in 92x~f.  Now we cao argue  exact ly  as in The,orom 5o6 tirol: sh~ce 
A =:>(A  tJ{(i, 0}})* that  A must  also ba max imal  in. +~,:, ..~~¢,2 Thus we ka~e :','.,. 
fo l low'm< 
The~>--.~ 5°% B: I :  :.,.~, o_~v: hi~d~ ... . .  degree & th,e~'e b' , -" ' . . _ . ~ :' . <{ Air DJNH~ sgd:.tg£<ef}~gi, t.:
~[ x }f~ wh ich  is ~K:~ sbnpS< 
::ao.,,.v.<, for g s We q:v.,u. {hat paaxima] implies d~_~v e 
?i*§kSC~'e>k b,,,So~: ~ sv~tVP" . . . . . . . .  hL,~:.~,,e.-.,,~'"'"':'r <~,h~, ~c4,:.: ' o.:" ~} is s#uSe. 
P~'.9~L, Lc*Tt iX  be a r.e. suba]gebra o[ ~i, Sup:>~se ~%' {s an 7}~finite r.e, s~bij .~d)nx 
o~' q~o-~, such that  ~'w C' M ---- 4-C~. lJ.. vVo- .h4:~' < q show [hat . . . .  . . . .  A f  ts not  ~ max[ma~ . . . . .  sub~ =,.~dwa 
\-Ve have  shows*: t~}at we  Car~ e. ,e~4ve~ 3, ¢uumera le  un ~ni]nite sequence  :q. _~ . . . .  
~z P_mte nonzero  ~;[er~¢IHs o f  ~:  s~ch ~.hat 
V:, ] ( i  :- ./-~ supp,:,, "- " 
Let  
al i4 '~ 
shed] pmt.'~ the.? . . . .  (i) :%:::~-~ ?~4. arid :%i #:~.M ar£  tu:  c~fi,.--;r .-~,.~" .-~-~,"P~ cu" 
'~ "'- ~" "Pa"P : or  ]%;-, veiil w i tuess  f f 'e fact - "  _,. m. : ,~  G~a L fv /  i s  ~w) ' l  HK<~, : i~y laL  :-r~ d r ' :~ .  ;.-',. ckh~r  -<oF, . . . . .  
@5 S0oDose .£ ~==,, D,:{. then there  is a fk~ke set S St~ch t i i a t /G ,  G(D4 {.J S/ 'L "Flm'.c 
v __  t / 777i A S s : , : 
: :  { i =~- . . . .  ; 
9~ ZD, Remme! 
'where. ~.~ ~.~ A~ a~d s i ~ (S)*. Let  d = V{:c ~ (S)* ! x :.'s fi,~ite}, d ';s f inite a~d - ,d{s  
an al:om of (,~25'*, Assume .:%e :;,Jr -m d, then  
~2~ :~: Y-2i/' -~ d = '~/ ~'..'~/',, ~"i A "1 d. 
Si;:~cc e, ither SiA " Id  =0 or ; jA  md =-qd,  ~her~: are ~*~ . . . . .  , m~ i~ Pd sctch that 
, , ) 
i--"-* \qG 
~t :%: 1, ; ,vs that for each u2~-~%~-q d, ~here is a~: ~7121 (~ ~8/£{ si leh that x2~ = ~121 ,/\--] d. 
Tb': :  ?. is of the form xei vd2, where d2i~]ge~, Sh]ce there are infinitely £aany x2i 
v,i~: %~ ,~ -7 d, there must  be j ¢  k such that t772j = X2j V dei and m2;~ = x,~,; v d~:  
v~ ~:: ; e 5:.-.., = d2< B .~t ~?' e~ m,2~ - m2~- = xz~< e Mr  Thus  there cma be no such finite set 
S ar,d her~ee A~¢~-~i4. Simiiafly we can show that e%¢~, k£ 
(ii). Suppose ~ha~. b<,th /G,=,,92 and. A~,;-~:.~',,, q~b,~ there exists fird~e sets Tt 
ae~d 2L such t~a~ (A :s U T~)* = (A(  U %)* : :  ~'~o Let  
¢ . . . . . .  :uy~, ~ (z t O 'F::)* & y is finite 8: 
. . . . . . . . . .  o))]). 
. . . .  . " 4 ~ Q~# . . . .  "" "' '-Fq > S is a f i~e  s~i%et o1" d(~.} such ~hat (r-~.b ~ ~ ::: (A~:; 'O S) ~= rA a~d such 
ii:t{L£ i [  :~;tP2,D,,? {',?,7; )~  S 7 :! ~;~- *~ ' "*  ~ . . . . . .  <~ ~,~..,, sa[~p9 ~ .a~) ~ ~.. 
_ ,~,, ~ u~_} . Suppose sup.~.~? (x:2,., ~) r? S = }{). Then  for every 
4-4~ , =~ (} 
i4 0- ( f lu  . . . . . . .  , ,  g~/ ' ,  XZg_> ., O f  fd h X2i ~ ! ; :  ~K2i4 1 S~I iCe  
:~Ui::~-),~ (LL:'i = S U(  U :~I~Pp9~ ',.-?_~ }/'. 
M ",,0 
~57e c:~ '~ ,e;~;)r<;s x:~.~+ ~= ~/b~, :~ (~n i A ~0 ~ where  ;,,~'e~ .÷ M an,'~, ~¢j c~ ()~. For each ] ,~ ;.~, let 
~ if > < fini,e ; :  _ .  ~ g~! i ,o  
vq ..... % 
e~ 
( t " !2 i ;  ! ::::: i{'2.~-> i A " ' ,  H ::= x ¢ ~ fN.q. /', ~;i A " ]  g~).  
f=1 
/ , -  
Recu~fvegv. en.,.ime~'able Boolean afgebre,.s : ~9 
~/V h @ re-'. e2&. l  l l d  5'2 ~ A. ] i re  !t=l{e~ 2b{d i \  87~ ~., 
supp~ (e : ,<)  g [J}~o snpp,~ (x2~)- --x ......... • ~mdiaz~y {{: we  let  
: u~ = @a.-.: I {~ t,,~ u s):< 
then  we can show that  if ," L, ~ ~ ....... ' o~PP~e voe  ~-1 o - @. fhere  is  a~ ~>b. ~ M of the fo rm 
z2 ivd? ivs~ i wi~<:~,e d i i  and ~2i a re  i]12i1©~ d2i /\ &H == O, c~:O* )- (~ ' , ]C< &{HI 
supp~ (d2=) ! U~=o suppi~ (x=~+O . . . . .  
Le t  
R = {i ! s~pp~,, (xm) N S = fJ & supp~ rx ~ G S = 0. < ~2{4-1] , 
Since S ~s f in i te .  11 nmst  b,) inf irEm G ives  ~ e ~: .. we  can  f ind .i > i such that i ~: i i  
~.t iol~OW5~ 
• ~%<,- ~'i -- i~¢~ = (-?g~4 +~ v e.y.~ ,. :',2i+ u -- {x2~ v u,.m V s;.i) : :¢'.i* l v (&.., = -- ge, ). 
=.m=-~ there  is ai~ in§afir.e eequence  of pairs,, th ,  h ) .  (&, 1~.) . . . .  such that  ~, .< h < 
i2 < ]2  < " " " aFlC¢ for  ea,.:L k, rib.,,=+, - e}%~, -- x2f,,~ t v s~< where  s,"iI.,~.,R ..... v.<e*" -; ,-.:- S.. Shl(x; S 
is finite° there  must  be  £ # ~ such  that  &: = s~. But  t l !e~ 
(m,2&+~-  too.. ) --( row,: , . - ,  . -  m2, , )  = tx2i,~+ ~ v ~.: } (x :~r~ ,,, &.l - :%-,,+ ~ ~ i%£ 
-~ • a " '~  ' 4 ~,9? U1 Since x i£  IW for  any  i, we  must  "oncinde naa~ e:.:ther ~e~.~ ~=.'.~. _,r 
We say a suba lgebra  C of @ is cobesb:e ~ C £~ infi~,itc and for ~uB ~ r.e. 
snbatgebm ~/o f  @, eki~e:  F/f-~ C is f i@te or  ~VF1 C=~-C.  We noto  there  is m,~ 
~.-v .q .  ~ . . . .  bo '.,t=o.-,@.eora Bg~'~ s~:-,.ch ma~ {x~ {~S{l . . . .  ~s . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
u-= {t,, { - ,~{¢,  . . . . .  < ,} ) ,  
then U is an r.e. set such that {or ~'.aeh x 6~,  U Ni. . ,  -~x) is a singleton. Thus for 
ttsa* ~e ~-'.{{J-- fT~ %: ,~ ..... ~,. the~e are  cg~hesive suba igebras  B of ~¢ wl'fich are  co -he . ,  ~ ........ , . . . . . . . . . .  .. ~ .<..  ,: :. 
(C)* ;s a c >-~ e. ~:oSedve s~be~gebra ,v ~* . . . .  
. . . . .  . (C )*  
v( -qx  is (%ire  & a~. , , ,mx) )}  
is co-r .e .  ,,up~,o,,~ V /£  an  r.e° suba igebra .o f  ,~ a~.d wr}(c )*  is h: f in i te.  Lv t  
"" ~v  . . . . .  6 x ~ -= -k  _ =~,u~ ot  >- , - t~, . /m=d hence  ..a,,,,<,.:_ v . "  ~"  ;.= ~tn.i.'.,,= .~.. v = },} ~ l~;.~@lj, t , ten  V>_  a =,e .  a "''-=o-*: = .,, ',vm ,4,= v= ,, ,+; ,, , +,_. ,<, . . . . . . . . .  ,-.. 
c - (V  n c) ~s a~.ite. NOw i f  C-  (F n C):  S 'is ~.ite, ~>=.- ~%o,.> w,-~ ~'c;-* = ,--~ 
'We, shah siaow 1:rmt ~, ~ ~ £' being ~qite wo~.~k{ ¢~o~ra(h(:t me ma~amahW o~. A¢ t~ 
N(  .~. ~?. P.emme! 
,d(91). Tim:; ii 5er~(c )  * is inf inite, WN(Q"%=sC and  hence  (C)*  must  be a 
cohesive, suba}gebra of  ~2L 
So as'-.;m~e VN C is f inhe. Every  suba igebra  of ~ is i somorph ic  to 'a Bc, e tean  
a%ebm of ~}ake and coD.fit:~ subse ls  o1! some set  A. So k:t ,:re}, x~, . , ,  be the in!ini ie 
suqueuc~.: of  aRrr~s of ~4.'S((::)'% sd(.4. 'rq(C)*).  C lear ly  & is a f inite and 
...... ' " ~ N M ::-- }'} l[or 4. f. Moreover  s ince VN C " eac~ " ,~s ~n i te .  there  are inf in itely 
m.a~*_y , ,,such @at  isupp:~, C0]  >2.  Let  Y0=, Y~ . . . .  be an e f l :ect ive  l is~ of the  f inite 
~::onzer.a ~::.c,~ vats  ~,t ~{/. We de i ine  arx e f fec th ,  e sequence  zo, z : , . . ,  as  fo l lows .  Let  
z,~ = y .  Hav i~g def ined z0 . . . . .  z~., let z.,. ,.~ = }'e where  ~ is the  least  in teger  such  
k /' I ' )  
Ciemi}  s,~ ~ is de f ined  %r  a~l k, We note  t!wt each  ~:~ e: ,~(~&'N (C)*)  is in fact an  
~i:om reig,~tive to  Pd  i .e., an dement  of  ~i(T£}, For  if ti~ere were  a y e W such  that  
) ?" }, and  . /# :v and y ~.~ x, ~f en supp~ (y) ,£; supp~, (x) ~¢. C But  then  y e (¢27)':' and  
hence  v ~ ? / ih  (C)* cc','nt:radicting that  x~ e: d (  ~/N  (C)*)~ Now for each  L there  
• ...r,~ust bc  a z,~. seth  that  gi-~sg,,z.. For  suppose  x~ v,,,. ?,k.>,,v if ' ' < then  
:dnce ..% <~ ,;4~(W), 
/m-~] 
',~uor,,-,, . . . . . .  0:,:> N { i.,~I s~ o~,>..,, .. ¢~- }~ -= r,! 
a!sd ~;eb.£< '.ve ~s.'(,~.]t] ~@i S,~ := }%, = X i, A!?<{ i}' .%'a%~ e V}'~.[ ~ Z/. then  s~:~z z i for  rome 
j~. -m-- - : .  'iln.is we i!a',e an effect ive sequence  o!' tim.re sets,  supp.~ (so), 
s~8~p:,e (z,',. . . .  sud :  t imt for  iniqniteiy mac, y ;. {supp~ (z~}- - .M!>2.  But  then  we 
-'.an MfJ4 ¢ ~.e. set  }_JG,~'~(?~) exact ly a.~ in th-e pro<;' of Theorem 5 . i  suc?~, that  
~/:2,1.~ :~ 0 boti; .~-(('£~) -- U and  U--- M are infinite. Siqce £,g is a m.a:'<in-;ai sttbset of  
~<;(?.i), !bi~ it ir,,:tp,,>s~>ibk> and  hence  w,.> m,qst conc lude  VN C' is i r i@ite, kTJ] 
Now if i:2, conta ins  a recurs ive suba igebra  £'; .,,uch that  B~%':~, it is easy  to see  
:d,'_w: a co-r .e,  cc, h:Hive suba[gebra  ,'::;f i? is' aiso a co-r .e,  cohes ive  suba igebra  of ~;. 
h~ part icu lar  ~'.11 W.R .P .B .A .  o~ the  fern' ,  (~, ~3~..'<~% or  £ ,x :~ contaic~ recms ive  
>ub~qgei>sas whicL: are recursbveiy i somorph ic  ioo ~iL 
(:<> ;>{a:-'~, '5.'!:'o[. Z.d ~if h, ee Y(:,R.P.B.2:._. s;~ch th~:~t '3~ c-,.},~to:M:; o ~;eo_,r.:~i~-~:: 
.;~:h.:h/::Si'o FZg .... ~' g~og w--- ;'~V . . . . . . .  . . ",  ~=::: : . ,  Uge#g ~ C<'A:TRgFi?3 ¢~ CO .Y ,C .  CO~%<!:sgL."g ~,'ggb~[5-.sgbFo..~ 
%/C r;ak/a ~,tu_,:%¢,,,Ae. L, e f  ,9{ {s crea@u~: i{ C' is r.e-.,, C'r,-e:~ -}% ap, d t}-~ere ~s a part~a~ 
ava! 
>4 ~..J { S i)}'~* r~, C = {0~ i.i. 


C])~s'li,:ciion 2. Let  g b6 a one-one  :;-ec~;B;e ftmcdo,a £r,,_:d~~ ,hs, ,-~-;~-o- . . . . . . .  ,:i -- (,-,,..o, ,~ I 
: i - .~d- . , -~  y% =, .'11 !~Te co i i t ruc{  th.} l -eaf ive subaG,  uxa ~.., ~,~,~m prod~Jctlve func~io '~ ~ i- ,,< ~ ~ s£a£e{ .i} >~ 
will ,:te!~ote the fb, ite s:ubaigebra enumerated  bs~ the e~d of stage a. 
S.~'~ge 0. Let  O °= ({~0v a~}) t  : 
Stage ~ + i .  Le t  
O ~+* = (O  = U {g( i )  ! i-"~ s &. ~!,,s', d('~, ~ ~;Vl & c e C = & 
[ (w = gt i )vc  & g ( i )%s)v (c  = d0v  ~:~, & ",q)':< ~ '~1~;:"* • . . . . .  o ,  S k " -@ v /_ , ,  Y ' 
We let O = d= D =o SLice D is generated by ~ovu~ pk~_s a se~ atoms contairmd 
i~ A -{ao ,  ax}, ~+ follows that oo,~ D ~<4 D. ,, a .... o.~£ The proof  that D is a -r.,-*; ,~ 
suba!gebra is a imost  exactly t ie  same as the proof  for Construct ion i ,  [/] 
Next  we conamex 
7%eere:~a g "4 There a~e c~eative s~balgebras C' ,~:~'*d D o[ gO. ,,viA.. di.';~b.~ct ,w- 
tomoqvhism types. 
~;-~,~. Let  V/o, W~,.  o. be an effective list of  ali r.eo suoa!gebras o~C ~,.~- m~d let ~,!.,'~ 
denote  the hmte  set em~merated after s steps of the e~ecx /e  !x'oced,arc i.,.,' 
enumerate  g% 
,,,~ Lue recursive funct ion such t{lat +'¢ ;) = [i, i + [i] - j \ * .  
for all i ¢ A< ??e construc~ a creative snbalgebra ,C with preducdve  function ;:' iu 
stages, "~= wi!  denote  the suba!gebra constructed at the end .~ . ~,,~ stage s, 
Stage O. Let  
C ° '~: ((x ~£ J *~c , ( - :% o)}):L 
. . . . . . . .  --  +, that Stage ~+! A~.sut-ne there is a f%siteset ?= cN s-:~c,~ 
, ,  ( ) ) ;  t x \ "~ '\ $ eC==~{~ce~ix ' -~s(  ...... =O,v V [ i , / - i - ] )  . 
\ t  \¢~"  
Let  
Let 
f"  / -  
~Zs+l  ~. [ ., 
I " '\ ] 
" >- -%L ~°  " 
Let  C = L [ .,~ CL. Cimar~y each stage ~.,.'~ ed.eew~e ~; :~' ~m 4~ t.,.~ P"~v _.:c: C"'. ' fo r  ~D!: s so that (7 
is a r.e. ~,A-wp.c~br8 of ~L FO£ b.~finiteiy fgiany ~., ~ ={0,  ]}  ~J.nd ~?,en<:.'e ;.% ?'-~- . ~ ¢7 
a;sd L,'~ fact ~o no~zero subSe~ of L,,r~ i+ I )  is m_ ~"~,_ . . . . . . .  ~Ams C c ~G,. where  K = 
by  }4emma 4,4!:; C~s~EI° ' ' : {f i [i, i + !) e C} and  hence ' ; . . . .  ; 
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/',ssms~e %~if C:={O,. :}. Then  there is ~io r~or~ ¢~ ×~[ i , i+ l )  £,~ %'%'i ,since 
. . . . . . .  "" i67E f~'~" sores  s and hence xa%~sVi~A Thus  ]f'(i')=[-i~i4 i }£Wi .  ~f • ~ !ie£ %%,qSL~ , .,.~ 
['i, i [  ~ ~)q ,£  then 1here ~nu,st be a s~a~e s a~:~d we IV~ a~k~ c6  C ~ such that 
"~,'i' "~ ~\ iC  wheN~ ~z lS a yt,t:llizea,~ sabset o f  [L i : - ] )  and 
c,~:,~, f -<< 0) v ( V i-; ~ ~..,, ~, 
Bat  if: [i. i+  i)  e: C, the~ t~. 6 C and hence w would b8 a no~}trbiai Nen~ent of  
. .~  ,C .  f !~.f~ / ' ( / [d  v[~ UC and :n iAcl th(sre are ~o rH)tr~e)ro subsets of  .;'~;s ..... :, x - . 
[L. i '~1) i~ %~L.J('Z Nov., sup]:ose (i;~,,~ U{f(O})*NC~{(}, ~}. T_b~ there is a 
Ho~_}£JJ,,/]al (~ <. ,.~,~x.L we }.}ay assume ~s b£,u,,~dcd abov<~ a'ad w~, w 2 -e: ~V su<:b that 
. . . . . .  "6 :; ',~ c ='w~ _,,'%:,~_, i+  ~)] vrv,~/,,  -d-L~ i+  !))o 
('on!dde~ wp u% .~= 0 sk~cc ot~',c, rwise c ~s a nor~ze~'o s~bsct  o~ [£ i + 1 ). Similarly 
w , / :  l :dr:.ce orbedwise c would ~)ot be bcmuded above.  \%'r[t~ .
wb ..,c. S k s,'.:,N~:: ~i!si1,: nu :~set ,)~ ({-. ]}L;/'¢},-{i} at",d 
<,.:=-~("~!2./:+!} reN[  ~'.c/'J 
b'S!{ 
(>t ;  o~m:[~cd<m c:n~.~ e, thsi: i i  , '< <7 -rv:i < is bounded above  that  aH x~<c: c a~e 
:~i:4 '. [~ ([~ 7'!~,'., ~£ s q} -'7~.us,~ be rt(wt;:cro siy}c¢ o!:berwise c is , lot  ;t ~K~azero subset 
'~  ' [ / , ,  ~:u~ ~hcr~ (~3 ~i iu~plics im.t w~:= ~;~'v(\/u~,,;c})wb:;rc u.:'~[i~ iq - i ) ,  
~.:~ - ' J  S['_dC{5 o lh t  "W}SC ~2 .t: V i ,  s <:~ G ~,'],j [} (?. But  ff ~ ~': 0:, t im~ ou~- constn.~ci:km, 
' i<[}  C Y,',,,, i i td  b,' 2 9s1({ ~HN}C6 
( ~;i % <.i {jr'~ i}})s ;% ,f'~ = {©, !]. 
]'i~us <" is ;z <:~,.~:~h,e .q.~[m};.ebr:-. of 0o 
i!>: ~:< co£' , , t ' . : ,<-t is  ~ . [ ,:.. ~[ (7 and ,! it~ i~ou~dcd abovc~ d:-e~; d A[[,, [4 - ]}  £ 0 f(:4" 
O'i" . :  {i. i~ ~ £ (}' ':;'~c';" r~<~ s,~.a:~<~ o'~ [L i+  ;~ {s iv~ C', {( [& / -~ 1)£ E~ k to ' lows that 
;~o ~,uhse o i - ,  ,,t [< i ~ i) i~ .h~ 4\', ' [ 'w , ;  C is~m the pvope:t-~ dmt ~i! z~d C[. there, @ere 
~,Y< N<;~}X£}O y~, y ,  !"~CI:L @~at 
i d<! 
}::::  ~ " .s: 4'" \ / ;  y~{ :: }:~ & } # 0"-~ 7£S C).  
We shal~ co~:struct a cream/e subaigebra ~ ," '  a - a~-. , .~, .... _ . ) , v~bt~ o.I]~ ~0 i ia 'v8 tb;x-; )~o~t::; 't~, , we  
l e t  
~ . . . .  c: G-..:c :n  . J  r. t:- .. z ,  i .~  m'~t 
We -v ' '  if? that  ~;o~ - , v, ~h buiki  so D bt~t (--% !))£i2, '-Fhe,s th~'e is v~o i~xc,~z;',vo 
. <-i -.-c,s O) such  that  ~ _. v~O-  ~.,~:£.: ~ "'s "~ . . . . . .  ~ --<<( - , Vy(y~<~y~ & y"  - ->'" v.. ~,~-~k t~.ere ~.' ~,; autor<tor~:£>- 
~,sm' o~ ~ which carries D .or~ ': C2 
Oonstructio:--,. B. Again we shall co~s{rt~ct D i9. stages such that : is a product 
funct ion for D.  O ~ will :~  ;-e +~v,., , . ,uno~ ,.,_<. f lnke suba!gebra const ructed  at th<' or~_d of 
Sta.ge ,", 
5£~ge OL Let ~_. -: .~ ..... 
• : ,  , , J  . . . . .  , S~,g~ 8 + }_. /~ssum6 he:oe, is a {}rJt,,. set "~[, S~ V /such  tht~ 
Let  
{,d: 
"~: .. / 
~; [L i + [ )  
/ t \ kx  "~ 
& ~ : :, .- v. . . . . . . .  ;+  l '~ t ', ~>-'e~bv { \ I  fL 
- ,  \ j  {:"~ , ~ .r 
' f [ \ 1 "~ 
.,...c~ " .... ~,"~'>/<'* "~ • effec!:~ve a[~d L) ~ :z" D t 
that  O is a. ~.e. suba . igebra .  I t  is dear  that  ( - c% O) : : :D*  £or  any  s a.t~d hence  
( - .as O)~d D.  '['he proo[ that O is a creative subs!zebra is almost exacdy the sa:o~,e 
a-~- l he  p!. 'oof  for Coi'mtr@::t~o~s A_, 
Filmily, we cow, sider W.R.P .B .A .  of the form £) xs3. 
6.3, £.ei g3 be a W.R°P.B+A_. :33ten C '={{x ,y}[xeC & yc_',S~ and i Y  =" 
~,no Y£~Spddt /3  '-~ "" "~ 
<;  such  that  : 
aod  : [, ( : : 
ii,~):>;vever @<% 83.0~5 ~ £Y ev, d ia is not the case that 
~),t}.*~e~ @% 0) & ge(z ~_F3 x ~ & z%c,:~(y, 0~.~} & z~/: {;-., z£-' D'). 
F},ms ~:hcre }s ~o v, uto~orpi~[sm of f2: x~ wbicb car~fie8 C" or~to D'. 
L,et U,:,, L& . . . .  be ~n effective fist of aft r.e. subalgebras of C-"<@ and 1.g,.,, 
X"e . . . .  be an effective ,!ist of all r.e. subaliNbras of £2 Gives a subalgeb~a G, !et 
P~(.'&))={x<¢& [ ~:?()' ~ ~! & (x, Y}~ 'J.:),r.~r 
Tl~,,sn ~(U[ )  ~s a r,e. suba~geb~a of ~-; aud there is a recursive functioa k such that 
X%) = &(U,) .  
~i fs easy ~o s~tc~w tha; a producti.~,e func{:k}n h fur both (7' and D '  is given by 
/~'{i) := {[k(i), kU + i)), 0~.) = (,t~'(£(i), 0~) 
,.,a:h~;i..¢ recall t~ml. fq} ~:: [L i  + i) was a productN¢ function for 5ot~ C arid D, Thus 
47 :-::n:~ D' ar~: creative suba{£ebras of ,/Q x ~8. 
fn fac i  c re~4ive  st:~ba~gehr~s arc  not  xway::  o f  the  sarape lso;no~3hism type, 92 >< N 
c<:<ta{ns a recu::d,~e set of s:to.~ns >:~d he~,ce by Theorem 6.2, ,~£x~3 contains a 
cree,::{ve s:;b.e 8,cbra ;9 wI.'i(:!~ ~s generated by a set of atoms so flint E~9L  
}4o~'.'eve£ we c;.m shcw b}¢ a proof si~rffh~ ;o that o:[ The.re'era 6.4 that if C ~s a 
crestiv< st~baig,::bra of ?~ const>:lyc~,ed as i~ Theorem 6.Z 'the;~ 
C' := -0:..;) I .:,: c ~:7 ~ ,£ }: ~ ~s} 
i-, ;~ erea@,'e ,,-:~balgebra of <;,~ ",: {~. CTsafiy C' ~:'-:- ~£. T#e ask "M3ether or not there is a 
r~y,~>:~i s~llxsbP.;.: o~ t!~e crcative ,~ubaig,::q~ras of a W,R/? B A .  5~,, such fbat all 
,:~,,i',alg~,:t3za~ in ):is class have the same re:cursive a~.~eomorph~sm type with respect 
t;~ % s:,:~s~sr [o the subclass of ereath,e subspaces of a ~ecurs/vei), presented vector 
%3a :,:: i~_,,,;~:d b}: M<:takides and Nerode in [7]. 
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